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Trinity Music
DiPietro Introduces TrinTalk.com to Campus
Explored by
SARAH HARVEY '11

New "Musaik"
ALEX CHAMPOUX '11
COPY EDITOR

This year sees the addition of a new
musical organization at Trinity.
Originally conceived by Nelson
Lassiter '09 as a cultural housing
option, Musaik bas evolved into an
umbrella organization for interested
Trinity musicians. The Musaik mission statement (written as a proposal
for student themed housing) professes
a commitment to "promote, endorse
and support Trinity (and other college)
musicians" and to provide the Trinity
community with music festivals,
shows, and workshops.
For the time being, Musaik is focusmg mostly on getting up and running
on the Trinity campus, establishing
relations with Trinity musicians (students, alumni and faculty), and building up a fan base on campus. After an
unofficial first performance this past
weekend at the Pi Kappa Alpha house,
:,;"o"ik "ill be focusing 011 building U!J
for their first workshop on Saturday,
Sept. 20 that will focus on basics of
song-writing and being a musician, as
well as serving as an introduction to
Musaik for interested musicians . The
workshop will be shortly followed on
Friday, Oct. 10, by the "Rumble in the
Jungle," a music festival in the
Concrete Jungle. The "Rumble in the
Jungle" will be a two-hour festival featuring Chase Caillouette '10, Matthew
Sullivan '10, and Lassiter's new band
"B 100," as well as other musical
guests and an open mic. Musaik will
have a booth at Trinity's Activities
Fair on Wednesday, Sept. 10, where
musicians can sign up to participate in
future presentations (including the
upcoming "Rumble in the Jungle").
Musaik is operated out of its headquarters in Jarvis B Suite 100, and is
led by Lassiter, Hillary Ladov '09,
Brian Murdock '10, and Michael
Blottin '10. Lassiter is a rapper, songwriter, and producer/owner of his own
indie record label. Ladov is a threeyear employee of Live Nation, an
online concert database. Other key
members of the group bring varied levels of musical experience from different genres and radio experience or
affiliations which they intend to use to
help foster a more vibrant musical
community at Trinity.
In addition to organizing two music
festivals, a show, and a workshop each
month, Musaik hopes to strengthen
the music scene at Trinity by hosting
radio talk shows on Trinity's WRTC
radio, producing mixtapes and CDs for
musicians, and bringing in songwriters and members of the music industry

see MUSAIK on page 12
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Students at Trinity College have been provided
with a new outlet in the recently-created
TrinTalk.com, which Boasts an
Anonymous
Confession
Board
(ACB). A student run project founded
by Mike DiPietro '11, the Web site, is
V~it TRINTALK 10
modeled after similar college biogs
explore the Web
such as Wesleyan's Wesleying and
site's Anonm)Ous
Middlebury's Midd-blog.com.
Confession Boon!
In
creating
TrioTalk.com, and other features
DiPietro wanted to create a new
forum for student opinions. "Triruty didn't have a good
outlet for current, up-to-date student views other than

see TRINTALK on page 9

Founder oETrinTalk.com, Mike DiPi<tro '11

CAMPUS SAFETY IMPLEMENTS CHANGES
Revised Shuttle Service Among Improvements to System
SARAH HARVEY '11
NEWS EDITOR

The Trinity College Campus Safety
Department h.is responded to concen1s
voiced last semester by instigating significant changes to the previous system.
The Trinity community was informed
on Tuesday, Aug. 5, by Dean of Students
Frederick Alford via e-mail that many
improvements had been made to the

Campus Safety Department in order to
"raise their visibility." This year, there
will be new uniforms, vehicles, cameras,
a phone line, and an enhanced shuttle
system.
Alford said that it is difficult to pinpoint a specific catalyst for these
improvements. "We are always on the
lookout for ways to improve our safety
services," he said. However, Alford credited the report made by the Student

Government Association (SGA) as focusing the attention of the College community and providing legitimate suggestions for improvement.
·•r thing the most sigmficaut cL..,.,i;~
will be the shuttle system," said Alford.
Larger 21-person vehicles will act as
shuttles and run Sunday through
Wednesday, from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m., and
see VISIBILITY on page B

700 Trinity Students 'Get Gritty in the City'
JORDYN SIMS

'10

COPY CHIEF

The 10th annual Trinity College
community service day, known as "Do
It Day," broke participation records
despite foul weather last Saturday,
Sept. 6. Students, faculty,
and alumns went out
to community service
organizations
around Hartford to
perform tasks like
planting
flowers ,
inputting data in computer databases, and fixing armrests at the Hartford Children's
Theater.
Distributed among
approximately 50 sites, Do It Day
coordinators Greg Amarra ' 10 and
Sarah Blanks '10 received over 700
sign-ups prior to the event, including around 10 alumni. [Editors
note: Amara is a member of the
Tripod staff.]
After months of preparation,
Amarra was pleased with the final
outcome. "Considering all of the
problems and last minute cancellations due to the rain, we thought
that registration went smoothly and
that the event as a whole went very
well. Some last-minute changes had to
happen due to the forecast, but in the

end moving registration and the volunteer appreciation dinner inside made
for a more efficient event. We were
able to handle last minute sign-ups
and problems on a case-by-case basis."
One of the many motivations to

participate in Do It Day is the T-shirt.
With an endless array of wordplays to
go along with the event's name, the
new shirt design each year is always

highly anticipated. Amarra said,

"To be honest, Sarah and I were
about to submit to the T-shirt
company that just said 'I did it,'
and we planned for it to be a
green shirt with white writing.
But right before we sent it in, I
reminded of the
'Getting Lucky
in
Kentucky'
shirts,
which
have the same
color scheme. I
showed the shirt
and she loved it. She then came
up with the 'Gettin' Gritty in
the City' slogan and it took off
from there." The volunteers
loved this year's shirt, praising
it as a clothing item that they
would actually wear on a regular basis.
This year was the first
year that alumni were invited
to participate as well. Several
alumni commented on how
much they enjoyed the event
and were excited to participate again. Each felt that it
was a great way to both make a
positive impact on Hartford and

see STUDENTS on page 8
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Tripod Editorial
Immediate Result of
Ameth:yst Initiative
WiH Prove Detrimental
Trinity College is an
institution rooted in tradition. And proudly so. From
skipping, or, sometimes,
stumbling,
over
the
Luther-Roosevelt
Long
Walk Inscription to brag·
ging about our unbeatable
squash team, we, as mem·
hers of the Trinity community, embrace the practices
inherent to the College.
Of the various traditions that I have encoun·
tered post-Matriculation,
The Trinity Tripod has, to
::ic~~~~el\ e:f::;:llrn s~f~
inaugural issue, "The
object of THE TRIPOD SHALL
BE TO FURTHER ALL THE
INTERESTS OF TRINITY COL·
LEGE."
I adamently believe

Immediate Result of
Ameth:yst Initiative

WiH Prove Detrimental

Representatives from every section of the Tripod will
be available to discuss article ideas, event info, and
news tips with you. Faculty and staff welcome.

PLEASE RECYCLE
YOUR COPY OF

The Trinity Tripod

In "Jones Calls for
Lower
Drinking Age"
(page 7), Ninna Gaensler·
Debs '11 reports on
President James F. Jones,
Jr.'s signing of a petition
intended to lower the
drinking age to 18. While
it is hoped that, by lowering the drinking age,
binge drinking will be
combated, the long·term
effects may not be outweighed by the immediate
consequences. Will this
not simply turn into a
facilitation of excessive
drinking? Clearly, respon·
sibility
with
alcohol,
rather than access to it, is
the problem, as you would
be hard-pressed to find a
single student on this

that the Tripod has succeeded in this original
endeavor.
The Trinity Tripod is
an institution rooted in a
tradition of progress. And
proudly so. From its more
controversial pieces (yes,
I'm referring, in part, to
"Around Trinity") to its
reviews of the latest stu·
dent productions as fea·
tured in the Arts section,
the Tripod serves Trinity
College in an important
range of capacities.
More than that of
pulling all-nighters in the
Tripod
office
every
Monday, I love the tradi-

part.
This semester, I hope
that the Tripod continues
to accurately r epresent
the views expressed by
those at Trinity College.
Ultimately, this can best
be acheived with the
active partipation of themembers of the community.
Whether you heart the
environment, totally dig
Sarah Palin, or just can't
wait to eat at Coyote
Jack's, ple a se consider
submitting your writing to
the Tripod.
Together, we can con·
tinue "to e ndeavor in
every possible manner to
!i~n et~::fa1 \::1aer~b~~~{ mcrease TRINITY SPIRT and
consistently houses an (. . .] bring TRINITY COLLEGE
inspired, capable, and into greater prominence in
courageous staff: a diverse the country."
body truly passionate
about enriching the community of which they are a
E. Q. B.

campus that could not find
booze with great ease. If
students are not responsi·
ble, and are not taught to
be responsible, the prob·
lem
will
inevitably
remain.
To whom does this
responsibility to teach
responsibility fall? We all
were forced to take the
online course regarding
alcohol before we arrived
freshman year. You would
be as hard-pressed to find
that student who has trou·
ble finding booze as you
would be trying to find
someone who took that
course seriously. College
in the U.S . is an institution that is, for better or
worse, centered, socially,
around alcohol. Part of
that college drinking society, as it stands, is the
covert access to beer, wine,

and liquor. This is prob a·
bly as much control as one
can hope for. To remove
the easily penetrable wall
between students and
booze would only open the
floodgates , allowing all
hell to break loose .
It is entirely possible
that lowering the drinking
age could eventually cause
young people to drink
more responsibly, but the
possibility of this does not
outweigh the immediate
dangers. While it is
admirable of President
Jones to sign the petition
of the Amethyst Initiative,
a move that will likely
greatly increase his popularity on campus, it may
not all end as well as
intended.

J . E. K.

Tripod Editorials represent the views of the executive board of The Trinity Tripod,
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.
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Stay Classy, Anonymous Web Posters Presidential Candidates
Must Abort the Debate
ANNE BENJAMIN '10
OPINIONS EDITOR

Trinity College is an academic institution, and this should be
evident both in print and online.
The Trinity Tripod has been
around since the beginning of
the 20th century. Recently, the
opportunity to get more involved
in this newspaper presented
itself in a casual manner
through the comment threads on
the affiliated Web site at
www.trinitytripod.com. This is
an exciting opportunity. Now as
we read the Tripod in print or
online, we can instantly share
our opinion of the article with
the school (or, more technically,
the whole world) using the comments feature. We are lucky to
have this Internet component to
the paper that facilitates speedy,
informal discussions of the articles. But with this opportunity,
of course, there is a necessary
code of responsibility and posting etiquette that we must seriously consider. Last spring, an
offensive comment thread that
targeted a single person created
an unnecessary controversy.
There are places to write disparagingly but an official Web
site is not one of them.
When a comment is posted, it
is supposed to be checked over by
the
College
Publisher
Webmasters, and if the content

is "appropriate", the comment is
displayed online. Each time
somebody comments on an article, we are notified on the front
page of the Web site and can
more easily navigate to the hot
topics on campus. But, remember, the comments featured on
the Tripod Web site exist to facilitate public conversation intended for everyone's benefit. Here,
debate is encouraged, while
attacks, especially personal
ones, are not.
Comments posted on the
Tripod Web site are scarcely
reviewed so most comments go
in, whether they are appropriate
or not. A few of the recent comment threads, notably from last
year, had a large amount of
voiceless comments. When we
write a comment, we are allowed
the option to post anonymously
if that is indeed necessary. More
often than not, the author of the
comment is as important as the
content of the comment. When
the author is unknown, comment credibility is lost and the
Web site becomes riddled with
anonymous comments that consist of people venting, complaining, insulting, etc. This hyper
informal manner of commentary
is no way to conduct academic
discussions, especially when
comments are offensive in
nature.
When you offend someone

anonymously on the Tripods
Web site, you are, in fact, offending the whole community. The
Tripods Web site is available to
everyone, perhaps most notably
potential Trinity students and
potential employers of former
Trinity students. Those who
read the comment threads know
that many people outside of the
community read and appreciate
the Trinity newspaper. In addition, we are Google-able, and do
in fact provide useful insight and
information to the World Wide
Web. However, many of the
unnecessarily offensive comments from last year's threads
are enough to leave a bad taste
in anyone's mouth. This is everyone's reputation at stake.
Putting your name on your
comment, or at least your first
name, is automatic incentive to
check your work. This in turn
makes the whole comment
thread a lot neater, more appropriate, and easier to follow. Plus,
there is no reason we cannot
take pride in what we have to
say.
There are people who may
argue that the Internet's awesomeness comes from the idea
that on the web, you can do
whatever you want. There is definitely a place for that, and one
such place is TrinTalk.com.
see COMMENT on page 4

because his wife's company
can't afford it, and now instead
of Mount Pleasant, Mich. and
When it comes to abortion, Central Michigan University,
I don't care which side of the Mike Jr. is headed off to
debate you are on. I value both Baghdad, Iraq. If you ask Mike
opinions and understand the who he's voting for in the
reasons for each argument. upcoming election he'll give
What I do care about is the you an answer, and when you
amount of emphasis placed on ask him why, he'll say, ''I'm
the subject in the political pro-life/pro·choice."
According to the Alan
arena.
Institute
Allow me to introduce you Guttmacher
to a man from Michigan, let's (Planned Parenthood) there
call him Mike. Mike is 50 years were approximately 1,300,000
old, he has worked for General abortions performed in the
Motors for 25 years. He makes U.S. in 2004. Recent census
a decent living, owns a house, data estimates the U.S. popua Chevy Trailblazer for his lation to be around 300 million
wife and an old pick-up that people. That means that .43
he's had since he was in his percent of the population is
20s. He has worked hard, getting abortions every year.
saved money for retirement, Contrast that with the perstayed healthy because of his centage of people that is unemcompany's health benefits, and ployed (6.1 percent, a five-year
has managed to save enough high) and their families.
money to send his 18-year-old Consider the percentage of
son, Mike Jr., off to a state uni- Americans without health
insurance (16 percent) or the
versity.
Last year his plant was number of people adversely
closed and he lost his job. Now, affected by soaring energy cohis pension is non-existent, his sts 0'll make a rough estimate
mortgage payments have sky- of 99.99 percent, the oil comparocketed, he had to sell his nies don't seem too unhappy
SUV for next to nothing about them) . You get the piebecause it gets terrible gas
see FOCUS on page 5
mileage, he has no health care

CARVER DISERENS '09
OPINIONS EDITOR

City Hotspots a Great SA TC Movie Social Disappointment
Alternative to Campus
CRISTINA CONTI '11

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

IlANA BROWN '09
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

l don't know about you, but
one of the main reasons I chose
to go to Trinity was because it's
located in a city. As we are surrounded by one of Hartford's
poorest neighborhoods, it's
sometimes hard to remember
that Hartford is a city with
great things to offer (besides
resume-enhancing community
service opportunities). As cozy
and comfortable as the Trinity
campus is, I urge you to go
downtown once in a while.
Last year, I was forced to
live off campus due to the
housing shortage. Instead of
trying to get an apartment on
Crescent Street or Allen Place,
I chose to live in on downtown
Hartford on Temple Street, far
enough that I had to commute
to campus everyday. Although
l was upset to be living so far
away from all the campus
action, l really enjoyed living
there and discovered that
Hartford is not as bad or as
dangerous as most Trinity students think. I sincerely miss
being able to walk to the
numerous restaurants, clubs,
and bars that downtown has to
offer.
With the Tap gone (may it
rest in peace), there's no longer
a bar within walking distance,
which means you'll have to

leave the campus area to go to
a bar. There are a lot of bars
downtown that have great
drink specials similar to the
Tap. Black Bear Saloon (187
Asylum St.), one of my favorite
bars in New Haven, has
recently
opened
up
in
Hartford. There's also the Pour
House (103 Allyn St.), Pig's
Eye (356 Asylum St.), Up or
On The Rocks (50 Union Pl.),
and the Palace (113 Allyn St.) .
With all the bars within walking distance of one another, it's
a great place to bar hop .
Unfortunately, people other
than Trinity students will be
there, but don't let that scare
you. The downtown crowd usually consists of college students
(just like you!) from Hartford's
other
schools
like
the
University of Hartford, St.
Joseph College, and Central
Connecticut State, young business professionals, and other
awesome locals. Not to forget,
all these places can be potential employers if you need the
extra cash.
For those of you who aren't
21 or into the bar scene, there
are also a lot of great restaurants downtown. Whatever
kind of cuisine you're in the
mood for, you can find great
quality food in downtown
Hartford. A favorite of mine is
see DOWNTOWN on page 4

As an enthusiast of the Sex
and the City television series,
I was deeply disturbed by the
overarching message that the
movie version sends to its
largely female fan base: a man
skips his wedding, and his
fiancee takes him back
because ''love conquers all." At
the end of the movie (surprise,
surprise) Carrie ends up with
Mr. Big, her on-and-off love
interest who mistreats her
throughout the series. One
would think that, after a
painful 10-year relationship,
let alone his decision not to
show up at the first wedding,
Carrie would move on.
Instead, she enters into a
marriage with him, and, this
time, on his terms (no fluffy
dresses, no guests, etc.).
In this marriage debacle,
Carrie's one-sided devotion to
Big is crystal clear as he refuses to participate in a wedding
of her style. If love is about
making sacrifices, then Big
certainly does not have much
love for Carrie. The screen·
writer
unsuccessfully
attempts to blame Big's failure to appear at the wedding
on Carrie's friend Miranda's
indiscreet comment about the
corrosive nature of marriage.
One would hope that Carrie's
choice of a lifetime companion
would have a strong enough
backbone to withstand the

remarks of a bitter woman .
Along with taking him back,
Carrie blames Miranda for
Big's selfishness and fear of
commitment and she holds
herself responsible for letting
the wedding become overly
elaborate, despite the fact
that she repeatedly attempts
to include Big in the plans.
Producer
Sarah
Jessica
Parker, who also stars as
Carrie, said, "It's a movie
about being a grown-up."
Right.
In the movie, love is a
crutch that disables the single
woman. Carrie is not the only
love-struck woman who compromises her worth for a man.
Jennifer Hudson makes an
unnecessary appearance as
Louise, Carrie's personal
assistant, who moves to the
city after she is jilted by a
lover who said that she "just
wasn't the one." After a few
months of growth as an inde·
pendent single woman in the
city, she too marries her formerly
unappreciative
boyfriend. Parker's antiquated theme is reinforced.
Parker's message is potentially harmful for women who
subscribe to the ideology that
women do all the flexing.
Settling for a hurtful man like
Big for "love" could entangle
people into abusive relationships instead of egalitarian
partnerships based on trust,
compromise,
and
love.
Candace Bushnell's novel is

the basis of the television
series, which is dedicated to
the empowerment of the single woman. Whatever hap·
pened to this refreshing and
liberating theme? As the role
model for so many women,
Carrie has the responsibility
to uphold women's sense of
self-worth. From this perspec·
tive, she has failed miserably.
According to the movie, in the
year 2008, after six seasons of
the supposedly postmodern
feminist television show, gender relations have not evolved.
The film is a prosaic repetition
of the American "chick flicks"
of yesteryear where the
woman sacrifices everything
for "love."

Unfortunately, this materi·
alistic circus was a huge box
office success even though it
combines cinematic disasters
like bad acting and substan·
dard writing, as well as the
negative reviews that usually
doom a movie. I do not blame
audiences for going to see the
movie, though, since they
might have been as hopeful as
I was. The New York Times
wrote, "The weekend opening
also ranked as the strongest
ever for a movie carried by a
female lead." Parker said, "I'm
so excited for the possibilities
for movies about women." If
those "possibilities" follow the
lead of Sex and the City, they
will severely detract from the
movement towards empowerment of women.
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We tu1ke'J .1tudent.1 what they

thought of Vice-PruiJentiaL
can'JiJate Sarah Palin
"John McCain is playing a high-stakes game''
- Tei/ W't-ollg '09

"I would use a condom if I were
going to have sex with the underage daughter of the anti-abortion
vice-presidential candidate"
-Alec Phil/,µ '09
"I think she's pretty but she's
not very qualified."
- Lyllda lkejim.l,ll '09

"MILF or future VPILF. "
- Malt Sarah 'II
"Politics, huh? I'm an engineer."

- Paul U'{,rlntall 'JO
"Picking her goes against the criticisms McCain has been making
about Obama's lack of experience."
- Lea Dick,,oll '09

"I don't get a good first
impression of her. "
- Brad DeBiaJe 'J 1

"It's a little worrisome,
probably not the best
choice for the Republican
Party could have made,
from an international
relations standpo int. "

-.le,1.11'ca G,wer 'JO
"At first I was skeptical about her qualifications, but after reading more about
her I think she's qualified."
- William il{urphy 'J1
"l think she's bitchy"

- Graham Skinner '12

Downtown Excursions Worthwhile
continued from page 3
Agave Grill (100 Allyn St.), a
Mexican restaurant where
.they ll\ake their own guacamole table-side. Some of the
restaurants are on the pricey
side, like Max's Downtown
(185 Asylum St.) or Morton's
Steak House (852 Main St.).
For those on a budget, there
are many places that aren't
ridiculously expensive. BlackEyed Sally's (350 Asylum St.),
City Steam Brewery (942 Main
St.), and Rosco's Big Dog (24
Temple St.) offer Trinity student discounts.
Aside from indulging in
food and drink, you · can visit
the Hartford Stage, which
offers
shows
like
A
Midsummer Night's Dream, A
Christmas Carol, and To Kill A
Mockingbird. They also occasionally have free public

events, like the upcoming An
Evening With Daniel Beaty.
There's also the XL Center
(formerly the Civic Center),
where Democratic Presidential
Nominee Barack Obama spoke
last February and where the
Spice Girls stopped on their
reunion tour. The XL Center
frequently has sporting events
like Hartford Wolf Pack ice
hockey games, and University
of Connecticut basketball
games. It's also currently holding an exhibit on th!! Titanic
(the.ship, not the movie).
I know venturing off-campus can seem a bit scary and
I'm not suggesting you go
explore Hartford's ghettos.
However, before going to West
Hartford or taking over
Sidewalk Cafe (236 South St.),
I hope Trinity students will
seriously consider going downtown to experience this metro-

politan paradise. Once you
take a step outside of your
comfort zone, you'll realize
that you can have a great time
there. As much as I love
Trinity and the social scene on
campus,
it's
surprisingly
refreshing to go downtown and
experience a change of scenery.
As a senior, I couldn't be
happier to be living back on
campus. I once again feel connected to the school I love. But
downtown Hartford is a great
place worth exploring. And as
much as I hate saying Amy
DeBaun was right, living offcampus downtown wasn't so
bad, because I experienced a
part of Hartford I probably
wouldn't have ifl had lived on
campus last year. So, to pass
on some wisdom, don't wait for
something like a housing
shortage to explore the city of
Hartford.

Comment Threads Deserve Better
continued from page 3
Created by Mike DiPietro '11,
this Web site is an even more
informal way to communicate
with peers. Some may say this is
where you get the more "real"
deal about Trinity College and,
as it is· somewhat unregulated,
contributors can write literally
anything. It is up to those on the
comment thread to provide
checks and balances, calling people out when they cross the line,
and from what I have read from
Trintalk.com, students are good

about calling their peers out
when they make inappropriate
comments. Trintalk.com even
has a disclaimer on their Web
site that reads they are "in no
way affiliated with the Trinity
College, which is a great idea.
Although some of the discussions on TrinTalk.com are disgusting and almost embarrassing, it is refreshing to get fully
uncensored, informal opinions
when we so choose.
As it is not an official site like
the Tripod''s Web site, you
should take Trintalk.com with a

grain of salt. People treat these
kinds of sites like a joke anyway.
We would encourage you to
check out Trintalk.com and let
us know what you think about it.
This was not intended to
scare anyone away from commenting on the Ti-ipods threads;
please take advantage of them
check out what your peers have
to say and add ideas of your own.
Just remember, there is a time
and a place for rudeness and
spilling your guts, and an official
College Web site is not one of
them.

POINT I COUNTERPOINT
HAL EBBOTI '10

JOHN BADMAN '10

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

Mather Hall is, for better or
worse, an institution of Trinity
College. For the majority of stu·
dents, it provides mediocre food at
inflated prices and a healthy dose of
inefficiency. We love to hate it and
there are few icebreakers better
than commiserating about it. I
would certainly be among those
leading most anti-Chartwells campaigns, but today I would like take a
brief hiatus and recognize the
unnamed genius whose idea it was
to move to the current system of
cereal dispensing: the scoop.
The first and most obvious point
of improvement is the fact that I am
now in control of how much cereal I
get. This is opposed to last year
when I'd turn the wheel slowly wait·
ing for the dispenser to inevitably
dump out much more than I could
possibly want, or fit, in my bowl. It
would spill everywhere; I'd scrape

off the excess, and what remained
was a countert-0p covered in knockoff Lucky Charms. How much cereal
you want is a personal decision, not
one that should be made by an
inconsistent plastic dispenser.
Another important decision is
whether or not your prefer your
cereal whole or crushed to a fine
powder. Yet that choice is also not
left to the humans by the previous
method. Instead it often spits out
dust, leaving me with a bowl of sand
and only a spinning trace of the
Corn Flakes I thought I was getting.
The scoop affords me the ability to
choose for myself. If you would
rather eat a milky paste you are
welcome to do so but, for God's sake,
let the people decide!
I can't think of what could be
simpler or more obvious than a
scoop. I take what I want, I leave
what I don't, and the cereal remains
uncrushed. It is both the most and
the least that anyone has any right
to ask for when it comes to cereal
dispensing. In a world where technologies
replace
themselves
overnight and any change is often
seen as good, it may be the case that
what we really need is a return to
traditional values, or at the very
least, traditional methods. Of scooping cereal.

I refuse to stand back and allow
Hal to slander the old process of dis·
pensing cereal. Let me be as clear as
possible, so that when Hal reads this,
he can learn to appreciate basic logic.
First of all, the new system is
unsanitary. With the old system, the
cereal was only made available
through cranking the cereal holder,
dropping cereal into the bowl. This
made the cereal untouchable, some
might say, "clean." With the new sys·
tern, all of the cereal is there to paw
at as one wishes. It reminds me of
that overweight American at a crui e
buffet, slobbering and clawing at the
food. particles of plaque and filth
spraying everywhere. He, like the
new way of dispensing cereal, is
unrealistic, unready for the modern
world, and just plain distasteful.
Secondly, I would like to mention
the pragmatism involved. Before, as
you cranked the handle, you could

drop just enough cereal to fill a bowl.
It was perfect. You could see it coming out and you could take the perfect amount. Now, the whole process
has become somewhat of a joke. You
flip open a heavy door and take the
scooper from the side of the holder.
The scooper itself is a meditation on
awkward engineering. The handle is
the length of a bull's leg, but the
actual scooper at the end is large
enough to hold three kernels of corn.
Not only does one feel uncomfortable
standing there, shoveling cereal one
flake at a time, he or she must also
realize that they are standing 20 feet
from the cereal holder. It looks like a
bio-vac team designed it to remove
hazardous waste or that somebody
at General Mills was smoking
hashish.
When I discovered these new dis·
pensers, I was taken aback. Nothing
needed to be changed. Think of the
plastic waste now caused by throwing away the system that was
proven to work. and replacing it with
a fool's design. Now. I might be old
school, but "if it ain't broke, don't fix
it." There was nothing wrong with
the old system. This new process
slows things down; it isn't more efficient. I retire my point with a feeling
of disgust and overall misunderstanding.
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Focus The
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Elsewhere
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light, politicians on both sides
have divided the populace into
two polarized bevies (www.dic·
honary.com word of the day,
9/6108.) Thanks to Karl Rove's
political theory of a 50-percent
·plus-one permanent majority,
our politicians are forced to
pander to extremists within
their parties in order to keep
their bases firm. To accomplish
this, many politicians use the
abortion debate as a conven·
tent rallying point thanks to
its lack of gray area. As long as
the debate "graces" the front
pages of newspapers (assum· 1
mg, of course, that newspapers
still exist) and politicians are
asked about it in debates, this
polarization will remain.
One reason why the abor·
tion debate is dangerous is its
simplicity. People understand
what is at stake by legalizing
or banning the practice, and it
is not difficult to form an opin·
ion. The intimate nature of the
abortion debate contrasts
sharply with topics such as
healthcare reform and free
trade, where there is more
gray area and many individu·
als are unaware of or simply
uninterested in how policy will
affect their lives. Politicians
and political advisers are
aware of this, so they harp on
abortion because they know
that it will give them a strong
support base.
The other reason it's such a
dangerous debate is because of
how entrenched people tend to
be about their opinion. Have
. you ever had a debate with
someone on the opposite side of
the abortion debate from you?
It's literally an unwinnable
argument (which, consequent·
ly, makes it unlosable and yes,
I'm aware that neither of those
are real words). It's as if the
abortion debate is not really
about policy change anymore,
but is simply a political tool.
It is up to us to put the
debate on the back burner and
let our politicians orate on
other, more important sub·
jects. We need to listen to the
intricacies of foreign policies
and economic policies so we
know what our country may
look like four years from now.
In turn, politicians need to be
more responsible for their plat·
forms and educate everyone
about the exact way that
implementation will effect
them.
Hopefully, when Mike goes
into the voting booth in two
months and the curtains close,
h.e will think about our putter· I
mg economy, our aging infra·
structure, our lagging educa·
ttonal systems, and then, he'll
make his decision.
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Tripod Opinions Editor
Carver Diserens interviews
President James F. Jones, Jr.
Carver: A lot of the focus of the Cornerstone Project has
been on financial aid and recently in the news there have
been announcements about various institutions increasing
aid to families below a certain income threshold . However,
these initiatives tend to create an income cutoff that
excludes most middle-income families that still cannot
afford to pay for college tuition. Is there anything in the
Cornerstone Project or something in the works that is aimed
at financial aid specifically for middle-income students?
Jimmy: Not in the way you've framed the question.
What is in the Cornerstone Strategic Planning Exercise is a
$100 Million marker in the campaign for financial aid. So
we are trying to do two things simultaneously: we are trying
to increase the amount of money in a restricted endowment
for financial aid and we _are trying to raise the bar on how
much loan debt a student will leave Trinity with. We are try·
ing to get at this issue on two fronts. The other thing I
would tell you , is that we have to fight very hard for federal
funding, which is the Pell grants. So far we have been able
to keep that off the chopping block in Washington.
en: I'm not familiar with the Pell Grants.
J J: Pell Grants are one of the major funding vehicles for
American higher education. In the reauthorization act that
passed in congress, it comes up every 10 years , college and
university presidents had to do a lot of systematic lobbying.
In Connecticut we are· fortunate that the congressional dele·
gation is very pro-education. So with a phone call to some of
these people we can get through to them and they are very
willing to increase appropriations for the Pell Grants. Those

5
monies are critically important to the middle class. What
is happening to many schools, except the wealthiest, is
what we call a barbell. You have the people at the top of the
economic spectrum who can write these very large tuition
checks and the people at the lower end, for whom there is a
great deal of financial aid. And just like the middle part of
a barbell, the people that are stretched out are the middle
class. There is a very important book that I gave to the
trustees called College Access and it's written by the presi·
dent of Williams, Morty Shapiro and the former president
of Macalester, Mike McPherson. They're both very fine
demographic economists and they are people most of us go
to for research about shifting demographics in American
higher education. I think that we will see in the future , at
a school like Trinity, more focus on financial aid because of
the vast difference it makes for people to have a Trinity
education. My own sense of the future is that this will only
become more prevalent if costs continue to rise, especially
if we are heading into an extended period of economic tur·
bulence. I hope it's not the case, but with the Federal
seizure of Freddie Mac and Fannie May it does give you
pause simply because, as Prof. Cabot said in an article that
was in the Courant and the Boston Globe this weekend, if
you want to know who is paying the price, drive by any
playground. They are the ones who pay, because we're
doing all this on borrowed money.
en: Is there any channel set up now, where people who
want to give money to financial aid can specifically earmark it for middle-income family?
J J: Well not in that exact way. There are ways that peo·
pie can specify how the money is used. I'm thinking of one
particular trustee whose first priority is students who
demonstrate need from a specific geographical area.
However, this individual is broad minded and generous of
spirit enough to understand that you can't foresee the
future . So there is a clause in the documents of transmit·
ta! that says, if there aren't any students from the state of
"blank," then other students from x, y and z can be consid·
ered. I do not see any way that the less endowed institu·
tions are ever going to be able to match what the
Princetons, the Penns and the Harvards of the world can
do. I have fantasies like everyone else, and one of mine is
to wake up one day and have more money for financial aid
than I've got need. I'm hoping that happens to me one day
before my career is over, but I don't think it's going to hap·
pen soon.
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Trinity Restaurant
243 Zion Street
Hartford, CT
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Greg Morago, The Hariford Courant
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Diverse Class of 2012 Brings Talent and Enthusiasm to Trinity
MATT FUENfES '09
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

As the first group of students born,
for the most part, in the 1990s makes it
way onto the Trinity College campus,
the new freshman class features an
abundance of promising students for
whom the faculty have high expectations.
With the reopening of Jarvis
Dormitory, the campus' housing is crisis
over. The College is therefore now able
to accommodate a larger class.
Comprised of 592 students, up from the
578 students of the Class of 2011, the
Class of 2012 set a new record for the
highest percentage of accepted students
who enrolled.
Though the incoming class is larger
than many of its recent predecessors,
the Trinity College Administration is
still making efforts to maintain the intimate academic setting that a liberal arts
school offers.
An all-time high 45 first-year seminars are offered this fall, including topics such as "Rocking the Vote," "How
Microbes Rule the World," and the ever
popular ''Mafia." The combination of
seminar mentors, Resident Assistant
(RAs), and a record number of orientation leaders also means that the largest
contingent of upperclassmen in recent
history are working with first years.
However, the freshman class is more
than just large in size; a number of its
members have shown significant academic achievement. Ten students were
the valedictorians of their respective
high schools, 14 are Presidential
Scholars, 12 are Posse Scholars, and
nine are Quest Bridge scholars. On top
of those honors, 19 students earned a

Korea, Pakistan, Bulgaria, Jamaica,
Myanmar, Egypt, and Mauritius.
The attempt to diversify the school
did not stop at race and ethnicity, as a
concerted effort was made to admit students with a variety of interests and
lifestyles. The emergence of the Fred
Pfeil Community Project has helped create a more prominent and dynamic
artistic presence on campus, and 70 students in the class identify themselves as
artists. One hundred and forty freshmen
have the intention of studying the sciences, an increase from recent years.
A number of First-year students display unique and impressive skills and
hobbies. A competitive international
sailor and an AU-State MVP softball
pitcher make up two of the 160 new athletes who will wear gold and blue.
There are 10 students who chose to
take a gap year between high school and
college. One student has a self-professed
passion for octopi. Multiple first-years
and international students participated
in the recent public speaking contest,
despite the fact that for many of them
English is not their first language.
Faculty and administrators have
been most pleased with student's
www.trincoll.edu
attempts to be assertive and active within the Trinity community.
The Class of 2012 walk through Fuller arch during Convocation as staff members look on.
"First-years have stepped up and
perfect 800 on one of their standard SAT selves as students of color. And a new introduced themselves," said Reuman,
tests, and 26 students received an 800 record was set with 33 international stu- who also expressed that a number of stuon an SAT II subject test. The average dents coming from 20 different coun- dents have approached her for advice on
total SAT score for the class was slightly tries.
studying and adjusting to college, as
"People think that everybody comes they are determined to get off to a good
above 1930.
As with many liberal arts schools, from New England, but that's not true," start.
diversity within the student body is an said Associate Dean of Students Ann
As a whole, the class of 2012 has
issue that is constantly being addressed. Reuman.
made an impression on the Trinity
Five students hail from Nepal, fol- Community already, prompting Reuman
This year's first-years also make up one
of Trinity's more diverse classes. lowed by four from China. First-year to say, ''We're seeing a great class
Twenty-eight percent classify them- students also represent the countries of already."

Jones Calls for Lower Drinking Age AcPro Level Consistently
High Among Freshmen
NINNA GAENSLER-DEBS '11
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

Trinity College President
James F. Jones, Jr. has signed
an initiative supporting lower
ing the legal drinking age. He is
among some 128 college and university presidents have signed
on to the Amethyst Initiative, a
proposal created by John
McCardell, former Middlebury
College President and "Choose
Responsibility'' founder. The ini·
tiative calls for "an informed and
dispassionate public debate over
the effects of the 21-yearold
drinking age."
In 1984, the U.S. Congress
passed the National Minimum
Drinking Age Act, requiring
states to enforce 21 as the minimum age for purchasing and
publicly possessing alcoholic
beverages. Under the Federal
Aid Highway Act, a state that
did not enforce the minimum
age would be subjected to a 10
percent decrease in its annual
federal highway dividend. The
Amethyst Initiative comes 24
years later and only months
away from when the transportation bill comes up for renewal in
2009.
Jones is far from blind to the
activities that take place behind
closed doors in residence halls
and fraternities. "Are students

going to drink? The answer is less often than guns do."
yes," said Jones. Yet he says that ·
Adults and students alike
he and the signatories of the ini· don't think that the drinking age
tiative are "trying to teach all of is very effective in preventing
you to be responsible adults. young adults from getting alco·
Telling you that you cannot ho!. Tim Stiefler '11 said, ''With
drink legally until you are 21 fake IDs, older friends, and the
does not teach responsibility. It fraternities, college kids, regard·
teaches you to get fake IDs and Jess of their age, can find and
get upperclassmen to get you consume alcohol if they really
alcohol.
want to. Furthermore, for most
''I'm not so na'ive to think underage drinkers it feels
that if the laws were changed thrilling to binge drink just
[...] that all of a sudden binge because it goes against what an
drinking would not be a pan- authority figure would deem
demic. But [there is an] irra- appropriate. There is a satisfac·
tionality of saying that someone tion in doing what you like
can vote for president, sign a instead of doing what you're
contract, enlist in the service or told."
serve on a jury, and you're
Despite the fact that the
responsible enough to do those majority of college students are
things but you're not responsible in favor of lowering the drinking
enough to go to a bar and drink age, there are those who don't
a beer," said Jones.
agree it would be beneficial. An
Many Trinity students voice anonymous member of the class
a similar opinion on the of 2011 stated, ''It's not in our
hypocrisy between the legal culture to start drinking
drinking age and what actually younger, so [many] kids don't
takes place. Kai Paine '11 said, know how to handle it. People
''It seems utterly ridiculous to can drive at a very young age,
me that two people can get mar and driving tests are far easier
ried under 21, but not have a here than in other countries. I
glass of champagne at their wed· think the number of deaths and
ding. Furthermore, I don't accident rates would shoot up,
appreciate that it's perfectly fine because having a license isn't
for me to go fight in a war and indicative of good judgment or
potentially get killed, but it's driving skills."
illegal and taboo to consume a
substance that kills people a lot
see AMETHYST on page 9

some of it could likely be
avoided if they were careful
about how they balanced their
Year after year, roughly course loads, how they man·
one-third of the students who aged their time from the very
incur academic probation at start of the semester, and how
Trinity College after the fall they used their time outside of
semester are first year stu· class."
dents.
One sophomore who was
Last year, 101 students placed on academic probation
were placed on probation due at the end of the last fall
to poor grades,
semester con"The expectations of a
and 36 of them
curred
with
first
Reuman
's
college student are much
years ..
explanation for
higher than that of a
Associate
some
freshhigh-school student conmen's poor perDean
of
formance.
"I
Students Ann
cerning quality of work
Reuman said
think I am on
as well as amount of
that while most
[probation]
work."
students
do
because, when
well in their
it came down to
classes, first·
Anonymous Student
crunch time, I
semester firstsnapped, and
year students
my work ended
are overrepresented among up being rushed and sloppy,
those under academic proba· only to result in poor grades."
tion with respect to their pro"The expectations of a col·
portion of the student body as lege student are much higher
a whole.
than that of a high·school stu·
"In many ways this is to be dent concerning quality of
expected, since many are work as well as amount of
adjusting to the rigors of col· work assigned," the same stu·
Jege standards and living dent continued. "Also, no proaway from home for the first
time," said Reuman. "But
see REQUIRED on page 8
REBECCA BROWN '11
NEWS EDITOR
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Required Withdrawal
Inflated for Sophomores
time, going to all classes, and
immediately
addressing
fessor is going to chase you issues that impede progress,
around and hound you for an such as time management,
assignment, everything is organization, personal issues ,
based on your own initiative." or over-indulging in social life,
Another
sophomore can make a considerable difbelieves that the hardest part ference. It's important to get
is learning to balance a social on top of these things early in
life with a more intense work· the semester," said Reuman.
Reuman is also heading a
load.
"College is different from new initiative this year to sup·
high school in that there is no port academically struggling
separation between school and students. Called the Advance
Program,
it
going out," said
aims to put pro·
the student. "I
"The first three weeks
bation students
think your first
can be critical. We have
back in good
year is a very
numerous resources on
standing
by
social year and
connecting
that for many
campus to help stuthem
with
the
people
that's
dents who want to take
resources they
where
their
the lead in their own
need to navi·
attention goes .
gate their stud·
I was definitely
education."
ies.
more concerned
"Our office
with
meeting
Ann Reuman
is happy to help
people and hav·
ing fun with my
Associate Dean of Students
students if they
want to get off
friends then I
on the right
was paying attention to class·
es. My attitude definitely foot," said Reuman. "Studies
changed when I realized what show that the first three
weeks can be critical. We have
my grades were going to be."
According to Reuman, the numerous resources on cam·
Class of 2011 has dispropor· pus to help students who want
tionately represented in the to take the lead in their own
number of students placed on education."
In addition to programs on
probation
after
Spring
Semester 2008. Though stu· campus that can help stu·
dents,
many of the pitfalls
dents usually fare better in
the spring, Reuman says that first-year students encounter
nine of the 18 students placed go away sophomore year.
on Required Withdrawal, an "Much of the problems for a
academic suspension, were freshmen come from a lack of
experience and a lack of selfFirst· year students.
Suspended students are reliance," said one sophomore.
forced to take a year off from "My advice to the Class of
their studies, which often 2012 is to never be afraid to
means that they graduate in meet with a professor. They
can't do anything but help
five years instead of four.
"Getting work done on you."

continued from page 7

News In Brief
City of Hartford Issues
Month Long Curfew

Trinity Library Patrons' Data
Accessed in Security Breach

On Aug. 11, Hartford Mayor Eddie
A. Perez and Police Chief Daryl K.
Roberts announced the initiation of a
thirty-day curfew. Anyone under the age
of 18 who is on the streets without a parent or adult after 9 p.m. can be picked
up by the Hartford police, and brought
to a community center until a parent is
able to pick up the underage teenager.
The move was made in the wake of a par•
ticularly violent weekend in the city, during which 11 people were shot in there
attacks. The Trinity College campus is
exempt from the enforcement of the curfew.

In July a security breach occurred in
two computer servers containing a database of CTW consortium library
patrons. The databases contain information on patrons from Connecticut
College, Trinity College, and Wesleyan
University, and include names, addresses, and social security or driver license
numbers of approximately 2,800
Connecticut library patrons,
12
Wesleyan University patrons, and three
Trinity College library patrons. Affected
individuals were notified by mail,
although there was no evidence that
personal information was stolen.

Intercollegiate Update
Boston College

Smith Colle_g_e _ __

Boston University

Complaints about student attire at The University decided to crack After a year of lobbying from stu•
the College's annual convocation down on the drinking culture of the dent organizations, condoms will
ceremony have led to rumors of can- campus with a new set of drug and now be sold in dormitory vending
cellation. President Carol Christ alcohol sanctions. This is the first machines. They are now available
expressed her concern for the time a list of predetermined punish- for purchase alongside sodas and
increasing level of inappropriate ments for on and off campus drink- snacks. The condoms will only be
dress at the convocation, calling the ing violations has been issued at BC, available during the fall and spring
attire worn by many students "scant• and will create less flexibility and semesters out of concern that
ier than a bathing suit," making Stu· more consistency in punishments younger students visiting in the
for underage drinking.
summer might be disturbed.
dents and faculty uncomfortable.

University of Massachusetts

_!!_niversity of Connecticut

Fierce
competition
between Senior Vladimir Voinov was
Amherst bookstores led one book- found shot to death last Thursday
seller to attempt to steal a textbook in a New Haven apartment.
order from another shop. Posing as Details of the shooting have yet to
a parent, Ken Kahler asked for be disclosed. Possible drug use is
class reading information from one suspected. Active on campus,
professor. The professor grew sus- Voinov was a member of student
picious, and after confronted government and editor-in-chief of
Kahlen admitted he had lied to get weekly newspaper "lmpolitically
Correct."
the order for his bookstore.

~ w n University
Much to the surprise of the universi•
ty's admission office, Brown ended
up with 52 more sn,clents than last
year in their freshmen class.
Admissions had predicted that their
acceptance yield rate would decrease
due to other schools' revamped
financial aid packages and Harvard
and Princeton doing away with early
admission.

Visibility of Campus Safety Heightened Students, Alumni and
Faculty 'Do It' Together
continued from page 1

Thursday through Saturday
from 6 p.m. to 4 a.m .. The shut·
ties will service a 13·stop route
throughout campus, some stops
complete with waiting areas
accessible by students with iden·
tifi.cation cards.
"[The shuttle system] will
help us preserve our patrol offi·
cers' time for their more important duties," Alford said.
Director of Strategic Projects,
David Andres, agr~!!d. "Last
ye--..r, ,uany individuals began to
take advantage of the shuttle
system and expected the person·
al, door-to-door service that a
taxi might provide," he said.
Students will also be able to
see the location of the vehicle
online as the shuttles will be
equipped
with
Global
Positioning System (GPS) track·
ing devices. Andres confirmed
that once the larger vehicles are
acquired and the process of
installing the GPS system is

complete, the campus will be
notified of how to utilize the GPS
system.
''I like that there is going to
be a predictable route that the
vans will follow," said Katie
Pierce '11 in response to the
shuttle system. "For the most
part I think that the changes are
a step in the right direction."
Campus Safety officers will
no longer provide individual
vehicle escorts, but will continue
to provid~ w:tlki.i,g escorts. As
the e·rnail message stated, "it is
not a good use of our safety
resources to provide rides for an
individual's convenience at the
expense of the greater comm uni·
ty."
''I would ask that students be
patient during the first weeks of
operation until everyone gets
used to the new system," said
Andres. He also asked that stu·
dents share their feedback so
improvements can be made
The security camera system
on campus has also been

expanded. While the surveil·
lance system attempts to cover
as much of the campus grounds
as possible, students should not
worry about their privacy being
invaded because of the cameras
are pointed not at and cannot
see inside dormitory windows.
'The cameras have enabled
us at Campus Safety to observe
individuals involved in criminal
activity [. . .] and to make a quick
re-spouse:,''
said
Associate
Director of Campus Safety,
Chris Lyons.
Additional changes have
been made to increase Campus
Safety's visibility. Larger and
brighter Campus Safety mark·
ings, vehicles equipped with roof
lights, and new fluorescent
green outerwear for the winter
have
all
been initiated.
According to ¼ons, "visibility of
the campus safety staff is
extremely important and was a
big topic of discussion between
Campus Safety, the SGA, and
the Dean of Students Office."

continued from page 1
the Trinity community.
The Class of 2012 also made
a solid showing at Do It Day.
Brian Castelluccio '12 worked
at the Mary M. Hooker
Environmental Studies Magnet
Scheel, which has a brook and a
nature trail on the school's
grounds. Students gathering
discarded bottles, broken glass,
and plastic bags from the brook
saw that there was a shallow
section covered by fallen trees
where trash was built up.
"Our group, being particu·
larly inclined to adventure,
managed to climb over the
trees,"
said
Castelluccio.
"Although we had already
found a muffler, two car tires, a
child's bicycle, and a used
Pampers diaper, this item was
our proudest find. When I man·
aged to get over the fallen trees,

a few other group members
were already dragging a motor·
bike out of the water. We were
able to get it over the trees
while balancing on precariously
wet logs. In an incredible Do·lt·
Day victory, the group pulled
the motorbike all the way to the
trash dump site."
Dean of Students Frederick
Alford was also very impressed
by the event. "The collective
power of the Trinity service
army out on maneuvers is very
impressive, and when one con·
siders that this surge of good
will has gone on for 10 years it
is all the more powerful. The
number of people who partici·
pated is a source of pride for all
of us and the work of Joe
Barber, Sarah Blanks, Lindsey
Eichler and Greg Arnarra in
organizing the day would make
Hannibal envious. Our hats
are off to all of them."

I
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Amethyst Initiative Sparks TrinTalk.com Hosts Online Discussion
Controver on Cam uses
sy

rontinued from page 7

The lruhative faces forrnida-

ble opposition from organizasuch as Mothers Against
Drunk Dri,IDg <MADD). "Our
reuons for opposing it are
backed by research and backed
by statistics," said a spokeswoman for the group. 'We have
bud e,.idence for why we feel
the way we do."
pecificslly, l\.1ADD research
mows that a bram is not fully
P'flW11 until a person is in their
m1d-1wenttes. Drinking can
cause serious harm to that
dt!vdopment to individuals in
their late teens. Additionally,
bOll8

p

when the drinking age was
lower in the 1970s, the death
rat.e was up 38 percent.
Yet, Jones believes that there
is another lesson to be learnt
from history. "It's almost like
we've forgott.en, as a country,
what the lessons of prohibition
were," said Jones. "What did we
learn about Prohibition? It's the
biblical injunction about the forbidden fruit. If it's forbidden,
we're going to want to eat it."

Due to the interest surrounding this issue, it has been covered by a variety of publications
induding The Hartford Courant
and The Hartford Advocate.

Nathan's Notes
I 11/t!'i.Wl{JC'jivm SC, l PreszdenL Nathan Kirsdzbaum
Welcome back! It is nice to be seeing
familiar faces and spending time with
friends. The SGA is excited to serve you
and senators are eager to add to the
momentum that has been building up
over the last year. Elections will be underway hortly and by mid-week our entire
team will be fully-operational. I look forward to a great year.

continued from page 1

I the Tripod," he said.

He added
that, because the forum allows
for anonymous posts, new students can ask questions that
they may have, otherwise, been
too timid to ask. As for current
students, he said that "people
are having a lot of fun with the
site" and Student Government
Association (SGA) and other oncampus organizations have
expressed excitement about the
Web site's potential.
John Poleto '11, the secondary moderator of the Anonymous
Confession Board (ACB), agrees
with DiPietro: "It has helped
many incoming freshmen in
their quest for knowledge about
the more embarrassing aspects
of the Trinity community."
"I
have
found
that
TrinTalk.com is also a useful tool
for existing students. Not only
does it offer the same security of
anonymity that it does to freshmen, but it also serves as one of,
if not the only, substantially visited online forum dedicated to
the goings on at the campus of
Trinity College."
The ACB enables users to
create feeds and reply anonymously to these questions and
I topics. There are currently
threads on a variety of matters,
ranging from ''The Fred'' to "fake
IDs" to "who da tannest girl at
I trin." Many have focused on providing advice for incoming first-

Full salary and benefits. All academic majors.
www.teachforamerica.org

year students about moving in,
classes to take, and social
options. Other threads feature
primarily humorous comments
about Trinity-exclusive topics.
DiPietro personally thinks that
the funniest comments are posted on the feed titled "Overheard
at Trinity" on which students
post other amusing remarks
made by students.
DiPietro said that he has
received an unexpected amount
of positive feedback on the Web
site. Dean of Students Frederick
Alford agreed with those who
see
the
possibilities
of
TrinTalk.com. "I think it could
be a great vehicle for sharing
information and helping connect
people to opportunities," he said,
citing ride-sharing programs
and study groups as examples of
positive uses.
DiPietro has also heard more
blunt, more negative feedback.
Many worry that the anonymity
of the Web site will lead to offensive remarks and petty arguments.
'We like to think that the general campus community respects
the Golden Rule to some degree,"
Poleto said, in response to the
fear of hurtful posts. He added
that, because TrinTalk.com is not
affiliated with the College, ''it is
also unknown as to whether or
not members of the Anonymous
Confession Board community are
matriculated students of this
institution."

As the Web site's administrator, DiPietro remains relatively
hands-off, but will remove egregious comments immediately.
He says that he is on the site
whenever he is at the computer
and tries to read everything. He
posts as an administrator whenever he sees it necessary.
However, he admits that a
''handful of times a day" he also
posts as a guest, but never
replies to his own posts.
Alford also advised students
to be careful and use their best
judgment when utilizing Web
sit.es such as, but not specifically,
TrinTalk.com, for posts could
"leave an indelible mark and the
things that seem funny or cool at
the age of 18 may be a source of
embarrassment at age 20."
DiPietro says he has not
been approached by anyone
from the Trinity College
Administration regarding his
Web site. In the campus-wide email he sent over the summer,
Alford alluded to Web sites such
as TrinTalk.com in which he
warned students that while
some online advice may be wellmeaning, some is no more than
"barnyard braying."
"I hope that people will not
post offensive language, and
that if someone does, it will be
countered with comments that
capture the intelligence and sensitivity that characterize most
everyone I've met at Trinity," he
said.

TEACHFORAMERICA
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Trinity Chapter of Psi U Receives Prestigious Diamond Award
cancer. The remaining $4,000
was donated to the Patient
Navigation
Program
at
The Psi Upsilon (Psi U) Hartford Hospital, which sup·
Beta Beta Beta chapter of plies
uninsure d
cancer
Trinity College received the patients with rides to the hos·
Diamond Award at this year's pita!, wigs, beds, a nd other
national Psi Upsilon conven- everyday essentials.
Josh Biren '09, President of
tion in Indianapolis , Ind. The
Award is given annually to Psi U , said that it was difficult
those chapters recognized to to decide which charity would
have exceeded fraternity stan- be the primary ben eficiary of
dards.
These
standards the money the fraternity
include having an active raised: "We chose to work with
brotherhood, attaining an Hartford Hospital mostly due
overall high grade-point aver- to its proximity to campus. We
age, and performing extensive like to make sure our events
community service and phi· not only help the immediate
Trinity community but also
lanthropy.
Brother Spencer Feldman make an impact on Hartford,
'10 said, "Winning a communi· as a whole." Spring 2008
ty service award is a positive marked the first anniversary
because we see our h ard work of the relationship between
[. .. ) is being rec·
Psi U and Hartford
"Our ultimate
Hospita l. Psi U
ognized. It will
propel us to congoal is to leave Psi
!~~~ded ~ar~~;:
tinue to con·
U and Trinity in a Hospital and coortribute to the
better place than
dinated
events
community and
such as Psi U's Car
be a positive
we found it."
Wash for Cancer.
force
around
The brothers'
Trinity's
cam·
significant involve·
pus."
Jos h Biren '09
Last year, the
President of Psi U
ment in community service was only
brothers
per·
one of many Psi U
formed
more
than 1,000 hours of communi· standards the Trinity chapter
ty service and philanthropy, upheld. An active brotherhood
ranging from the a nnual blood is also part of the criteria.
drive to a charity concert host- Many members of Psi U not
ed on Spring Weekend to par- only spend time helping the
ticipating in Relay for Life. Of community, but dedicate time
the $8,000 raised by Psi U last to on-campus clubs, sports,
April, $4,000 was raised for and other organizations.
Relay for Life, an event hosted Approximately one-third of all
by the American Cancer Psi U brothers compete on
Society offering everyone in a various varsity athletic teams,
community the opportunity to including Sean Killeen '09 and
participate in fighting against Kent Graham '10, who were
AMANDA TRAMONT '09
FEATURES WRITER

Courtt?sy of www.trincoll.edu

American Cancer Society's Howard Goodrow (left) with Josh Biren '09, John Lingos-Webb '09, and John Brennan '09.
members of Trinity's National
Championship baseball team,
a nd John Lingos·Webb '09,
who was a member of the 10·
time National Championship
Squash team . Psi U's own
president, Biren, is currently
the co-captain of the Trinity
Golf Team and Spencer
Feldman ' 10 is one of the stars
of the tennis team. In addition
to being the president of Psi
U, Biren is also the Co-Chair
of the Inter Greek Council.
This year, t he brothers of
Psi U have set u p various
events in h opes of positioning
themselves to win the prestigious Diamond Award for the
second year in a row. Biren
said, "This fall is stacked with
great events. We are eager to
continue our active role in
Conversations
Over
a

Cocktail, [an event geared to
facilitate discussion between
student leaders a nd faculty.)
Do it Day, a nd Halloween on
Vernon. In addition, we will
hold our Semi-Annual Red
Cross Blood Drive. We are
planning to co-sponsor an
event with CSA [Caribbean
Students Association)
in
September and Tropical will
be in mid-October. Our ultimate goal is to leave Psi U and
Trinity in a better place than
we found it."
While Psi U may be better
known on campus for Late
Night activities, their award
demonstrates that the broth·
ers are really involved in more
than just throwing theme par·
ties . Robyn Williams '11, a
student from Zimbabwe, knew
very little of fraternities and

Greek life before her arrival
on the Trinity campus last
year: '1 thought that the frat
brothers were people who just
partied every night [. _.] But
since I've been h ere, I have
seen all the work they do for
less fortunate people. When I
heard about this award they
won, it really changed how I
thought about Psi U into
something much more posi·
tive. I think that they do a lot
more charitable things than
people actually give them
credit for."
Psi U brothers have definitely experienced significant
positive feedback recently,
especially since Biren's elec·
tion as president last year,
and their achievement of the
Diamond Award reflects this
recognition.

Student Discovers Silence Not So Golden In Realm of Retail
.ALESSANDRA SIRACO '11
FEATURES EDITOR

You've all met them. They
are the people standing in the
front of the store folding shirts,
ringing up that new tank top
you bought, saying, "goodbye" as
you exit. They are the people
who ask you, time and again, if
you want a store credit card.
"No. No, I do not want a store
credit card. I don't care about
the discount, or the bonus
points, or the birthday gift. Give
• me my receipt and let me go!"
Isn't that what every customer is saying in his or her
head? At least that's what I
always thought. When I started
working at a retail store this
summer, though, I saw the other
side. I heard the rules for sales.
Ask each customer three times if
he or she would like a store credit card. Even ifhe or she refuses,
smile. Say how much money
could have been saved. Send
him or her on the way.
The store in which I worked
is just like any other run-of-the·
mill mall store: bright lights,
impeccably
dressed
mannequins, alternative rock play-

ing softly and subtly in the back·
ground. Let's call the store, "X,"
because, really, all of these
stores are, basically, inter·
changeable. What is one trendy
clothing store versus another?
If an employee sold an X
credit card, all hell broke loose in
the store. The manager would
cheer over the earpiece and you
would earn major popularity
points. You can imagine, then,
what it's like for a reserved per
son to work in a store like this,
which thrives on shouting over
the earpieces and badgering cus·
tomers to purchase something
that they don't need and proba·
bly will never use.
"Don't be so quiet, Allie," my
boss told me on more than one
occasion. "Be aggressive. Talk to
the customers, speak louder
than the screaming baby in the
corner." I would nod.
"What are you going to say to
them when they come to the register?" he would ask me.
I understand that retail
stores thrive on customer service
but, throughout my life, I have
been told being quiet is not okay.
Speak up in class. Tull me your
opinion. Stand up for yourself.

Sell X credit cards and don't who was enraptured in whatev·
back down.
er clothes she wanted to buy,
Yes, it is necessary to state and I didn't say anything else.
So my manager stepped out
your opinion. And, yes, sometimes it is easier and better to be from behind the counter,
the loud person in the room. But approached the lady, and continmy friend pointed out to me that ued the speech.
there is something to be said for
"If you open an X credit card
the salesperson who backs off. today, ma'am, you can save five
percent on your pur
Life would be much
enjoyable
There is a time
chase."
more
"I'm all set,
without that loud
and a place for
person in the
thank you," the cus·
being outgoing
movie theater givtomer said, and
ing quips throughwalked to the cash
and loud, but it is
register to purchase
out the film , that
not necessary to
girl in class who
her outfit.
constantly tell
has an opinion
I rang her up
about every single
those of us who
and handed her the
bag, and my managreaq.ing, or that
are quiet to speak
er smiled and said,
salesperson who
up more.
gives you a speech
in that fake salesevery time you
person voice, "Just
walk into one of the stores.
to let you know, if you had
"Would you like to open an X opened an X credit card today
credit card?" I once asked a cus- you could have saved five dollars
tomer as she entered the store. on your purchase."
She shook her head and kept
The customer took the bag
browsing the store.
from me and responded with, "I
My manager looked up from had my identity stolen this
the cash register, glanced at me morning. rm not going to open
and then at the customer, silent- any new credit cards anywhere."
ly telling me to push the credit And she walked out of the store.
card. I looked at the customer,
True, not every customer has

a reason as extreme as a stolen
identity for rejecting the offer.
But, seriously, opening a store
credit card will not change your
life for the better. Buying the
shirt on sale will not part the
clouds in the sky. Having a
pleasant fitting room experience
will not make a store your
favorite in the world. Fantastic
customer service is important
but, at the end of the day, do you
really remember the salespeople
at the stores you visited? Do you
think to yourself, "Wow, that
was a great store I went into
today?" Do you sit at home at
night basking in the glory of
saving 15 percent?
There is a time and a place
for being outgoing and loud, but
it is not necessary to constantly
tell those of us who are quiet to
speak up more. We've made it
this far by being reserved, just
like others have made it this far
by being loud. Whatever works,
works. Constantly being told to
change by someone whose voice
is louder than 20 screaming
babies in a retail store will not
make us change any faster or
any more. Believe me, we heard
you the first time.
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Pen Pal Program Gives

Students Dazzle at Speech Contest
YU WEI XIE '11

Soldiers Taste of Home

STAFF WRITER

ALESSANDRA SIRACO '11

Last May, I got a response
from a twenty·one·year-old sol·
dier named Jake. Nothing spe·
I purchased 15 bags of cial at first. Just a letter, like
caramel candy - you know, many others I had received
the kind that melts in your over the last few years from
mouth, the kind that comes in other soldiers. But, in the end,
those golden wrappers? Fifteen this one turned out to be differ·
bags.
ent. We started writing back
I
know
and forth, and then e-mailing
what you are
at least once a day. Jake was
prob ab I y
Formoremformastationed overseas and, as I
thinking, and,
aon about the
soon found out, likes cars,
no, I wasn't
Adopc a Platoon,
paintball and partying. A lot
like
many twenty·one·year·old
going through
~::~~:;::::
a
painful
guys here at Trinity, no?
breakup, nor
Now Jake is stationed in the
was I over-indulging after U.S. for a few years, but we still
deciding to break a diet. I was e·mail a couple times a week.
buying candy for care packages He is just one example of the
for soldiers, and let me tell you many soldiers who have contin·
- soldiers can eat.
ued to write and share when
I received the names of sol· they went home or relocated.
diers through Adopt a Platoon,
In the heat of the election
a national organization that this fall, many are focused on
collects soldiers' names and the War, and whether they
gives their addresses to those think it is warranted. Once
willing to write letters. A com· people found out that I write to
munity service project is com· soldiers, nearly every one of
ing to Trinity this fall (please them asked my opinion on the
sign up at the Activities Fair!) war, or went on a rant about
in which students will write theirs. ''If you write to soldiers,
letters and send care packages do you support the war? Do you
to soldiers whose names are support Bush?'' they would ask,
obtained from Adopt a Platoon. or, "Don't you want to get out
Sending a care package is and get the troops home? Why
tricky, no matter to whom you are you writing?''
are sending it, but sending it to
Thls is not a political article
someone who you don't know and I am not going to share my
and probably will never meet is own personal political views. I
ant>ther stor)'. What do you think it is important to realize
include? How do you package that, regardless of one's opinion
it? What do you write in the let· on the War, these soldiers are
ter?
still there. It is still a reality.
We got a few awkward or Jake told me stories of waking
stereotypical responses back: up to explosions or gunshots, of
"'Thank you for the care pack· going on missions for weeks at
age. I greatly appreciate it," or a time, of counting down the
"Hope all is well in the States!" days until he could come back
Sometimes we didn't get a to America. It's not about why
response. Sometimes we got we are there, or when we are
envelopes stuffed with letters. getting out. Now, in this
One soldier sent us a picture of moment, there are people
himself with Wayne Newton. there, and they are individuals
Another sent movies that the like Jake, who love Seth Rogen
soldiers get before they come and ride dirt bikes, and are giv·
out on DVD in the U.S. Another ing it all up to be there.
sent back plaques of appreciaSacrificing an afternoon to
tion to everyone who con· buy 15 bags of caramels seems
tributed to the care package.
small in comparison.
FEATURES EDITOR

Courtesy of WW\V.media.kiiitv.0001

Adopt a Platoon is an organization that links soldiers

to

Rascal Rider Takes Scooter
Out for Midday Cruise
Spotted:
Elderly
man
cruising in his medical mobility scooter down Broad Street
in the middle of the day. The
Rascal Powerchair 310 is
known for its speed, but a
scooter is not a car. Take a cue
from George Costanza and
stick to the sidewalk.

pen pals in the U.S.
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At 7:30 p.m. last Sunday,
Aug. 31, students and faculty
members gathered in McCook
Auditorium for the Fourth
Annual Joseph C. Clarke
Public Speaking Competition.
The summer rest had clearly
rejuvenated the contestants,
who delivered both arresting
and unique speeches on a
variety of subjects.
Among the panel of judges
were Assistant Professor of
Music Eric Galm, Associate
Dean of Students Ann Reuman,
and Professor of Physical
Education
and
Associate
Director of Athletics Robin
JordynSims
Sheppard. Dean of Students
Adam Katcher' 12 delivers a speech during last week's speaking competition.
Frederick Alford was also present at the contest, but only as a come true by enthusiastically even after transportation
member of the audience. Two proposing that speed shopping technology has advanced 50
student hosts, Brett Jackson '09 be listed as a sport in the years from now. With ease and
and David Kimball-Stanley '09 Olympics.
confidence, this apparently
contributed witty and humorous
The next competitor was experienced public speaker
remarks, which psyched up the Shamel Campbell '12. After he charmed the audience by talk·
competitors and the audience was given the question of ing like a professional comediand got them ready for the com- whether HATs should replace an. If his steadfast love for his
mencement of the
SATs as the pri- Caravan was not touching
intellectual battle.
mary evaluative enough for the judges, his
The summer rest
Their
antics
criteria for col· expertise in speaking certain·
had
clearly
rejuveincluded
every·
lege acceptance, ly left them deeply impressed.
thing from trivia
Campbell creat·
Although English is not
nated the contestquestions
to
ants, who delivered
ed a narrative of her first language, Nour
YouTube highlight
Bahgat '12 courageously stood
both arresting and
:i,:~d us:o~~=~~ up and delivered an eloquent
videos.
To participate
unique speeches on
(as in headwear). and impressive speech with
in the competi·
His vivid illustra· confidence.
a variety of subjects.
tion, contestants
The wonderful performtion on how hats
can get you into a ance of all the speakers made
had to be sure
that the cdntent of tbeir conversation and show your per· the judging especially hard.
speeches was relevant to the sonality was hilarious and After some 10 minutes, which
designated topic. Most topics Campbell had the entire audi· seemed like forever for every·
were related to the Olympics, ence laughing throughout his one present, the result came
which have recently drawn to speech.
out. First Place and a cash
a close.
After Campbell was finished, prize of $300 was given to
Contestants also had to be Bryce Blum '10 took his turn. Alexandra Kokesh '09 and seccreative and make full use of Blum's topic was ways to ond place went to Blum, as
their bodies to impress the remember birthdays. Although well as $200. Caravan-lover
audience and judges. These his topic was one of the least Snarski·Pierce got third place,
elements determined the over- interesting ones at the compe- with a cash award of $100.
all quality and effectiveness of tition, Blum's creativity really Campbell and Noah Simcoff
the speeches. Each competitor shined when he entertained '09 received honorable menhas only a few minutes to pre· the audience with the story of tions.
pare his or her speech and one his misery after the tragic dis·
In Kokesh's prizewinning
and a half to three minutes to covery on Facebook that he speech, she suggested her
deliver it.
had forgotten his best friend's sweatpant·wearing and gob·
The first contestant was birthday. He then devised a let-holding dad compete in the
Panida Pollawit '12 whose clever scheme that would pre· Olympics as an amateur athtopic was the health benefits vent anyone, from forgetting a lete. She was funny, natural
of eating flowers. Pollawit birthday ever again - to tat· and, most importantly, stayed
took this seemingly impossible too the dates on your body. He completely focused on her
topic and gave a hilarious further suggested hiring a topic.
account of a pregnant woman personal secretary to remind
All of those who placed in
experiencing strange cravings you to check those tattoos reg· the competition were encourfor flowers. The animated ularly.
aged to come back this
speech won a loud round of
The
sixth contestant, Sunday, Sept. 14, to compete
applause.
Bryce Snarski·Pierce '09, dis- for the grand prize of $1,000
When Pollawit exited the cussed his passion for his in the final speech contest.
stage, Hannah Kaneck '12 Dodge Caravan. He main· The Trinity Tripod will keep
took her place. Kaneck made tained that he will still be you abreast of this exciting
every shopaholic's fantasy driving his beloved Caravan battle of words and wits.

Student Reveals Naughty
Midnight Surprise
While AT was enjoying a
cold bev, she was accosted by the
sight of a girl dancing on a frat
porch in a micro-mini skirt.
While minis and dancing are
essentials at Late Night, AT
rules: next time, take the time to
grab some Hanky Pankys before
getting jiggy above eye level.

Did We Order Sausage
With that Pizza?
In the wee hours of Sunday
morning, AT was enjoying a
slice of pizza when a boy tumbled out onto the fire escape
of a certain frat, as God made
him, bare ass shining in the
moonlight. That is not what
we meant when we said we
loved Free Willy.

AT can't aliuays cat.ch
you and your friends at
your most devious, and,
more im.portandy, embarras.sing moments, so share
a naughty tale! Email us
at tripod@trincolledu.

ARTS
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Drama Mingles With Comedy for Upcoming Fall Movie Season
JAMES KUKSTIS '10
MANAGING EDITOR

With the summer movie season behind us, we have many
films coming out in the next few
months that are sure to be quality. I've picked out a few.
Bum After Reading - Joel
and Ethan Coon's first release
since winning the Academy
Award for Best Picture for No
Country for Old Men, this film
could not look more dilferent. A
black comedy about the C.I.A.
and blackmail, it has an all-star
cast including John Malkovich,
George Clooney, Tilda Swinton,
Frances McDormand, and Brad
Pitt. This is the fifth collaboration between the Goens and
McDormand, who is married to
Joel. This marks the brothers'
third collaboration with the
Clooney. Sept. 12.

I think its pretty certain no one
thinks
of him
as
our
Commander-in-Chief anymore. I
sure hope not. Oct. 17
High School Musical 3:
Senior Year - You know you're
going to see it. It's okay to admit
it. I'll never tell. Oct. 24
Zack and Miri Make a Porno
- The newest Kevin Smith
movie is, shockingly, causing
controversy. Little surprise from
movie with this title, helmed
by this director. The latest controversy surrounds the movie
poster, which has now been
banned in the U.S. for showing
its two m~ characters performing oral sex on each other.
Classy, Mr. Smith, Classy. Oct.

a

Australia - Baz Luhrmann's
epic period piece about World ·
War II Australia looks to be a
technically-beautiful film, as
most of his movies are. Staring
Russell Crowe and . Nicole
Kidman, this movie looks to be
sweeping and breathtaking in
an old-movie type of way. Many
critics are putting this as one to
watch come Oscar season. Nov.
26
Frost/Nixon -Another one to
watch come Oscar season.
Directed by Ron Howard, and
based on the Tony Award winning play of the same name,
Frost/Nixon tells the story of
David Frost's interviews with
former U.S. President Richard
M. Nixon in 1977. Dec. 5

31

Quantum of Solace - The
sequel to the phenomenally
entertaining James Bond reboot
Casino Royale, Quantum of
Solace looks to be equally amazing. Daniel Craig returns as the
blonde Bond. I could go into
what the plot is about, but it
would probably sound a lot like
that of any other movie in the
series. Nov. 14

Revolutionary Road - This
reunion of Titanic stars Kate
Winslet and Leonardo DiCaprio
is a story of a seemingly-perfect
couple in 1950s Connecticut suburbia. It will certainly be a critical darling, starring the best
actor and best actress of this
generation. Hopefully one of
them will finally receive an
Oscar, overdue for both (Winslet
especially). Dec. 19

Twilight - I don't quite
W. - Hands down the movie I understand this, but apparently
am looking forward to most, if it has something to do with vamonly for sheer, cringe-worthy pires. Not quite Harry Potter
excitement·. I have watched the and the Half-Blood Prince,
trailer countless times, laughing which was supposed to come out
every time H.W. says to W, . on this date. Unfortunately (for
"What do you think you are? A lack of a stronger word) Warner
Kennedy? You're a Bush. Act like Brothers pushed HBP to next
one." This may be the first summer, angering millions of
biopic of a sitting president, but HP fans, including this writer.
after his antics at the Olympics, Nov. 21

The Curious Case of
Benjamin Button - Another
movie starring Brad Pitt, this
loose adaptation of an F. Scott
Fitzgerald short story centers
around Pitt's character aging
backwards. The trailer looks
majestic and mildly terrifying,
and is also the on screen debut of
Shiloh Jolie-Pitt, probably the
most famous baby in the world.
Dec. 25.

Eagle Eye - Shia LaBeoufs
first movie since Indiana Jones
and the Kingdom of the Crystal
Skull is a thriller about" innocents framed as terrorists.
Steven Spielberg's love affair
with LaBeouf, his protege continues; he serves as producer.
Sept. 26

Girl Talk to Perform at Musaik Sees Potential for Involvement
1 ~.
This Year's Fall Concert
continued from page 1

NICOLE DUBOWITZ '10
ARTS EDITOR

The Trinity College Activities Council (TCAC) announced on
Sunday, Sept. 7, that Girl Talk will be performing at Trinity's
Fall Concert on Friday, Sept. 26, at the new music-themed
house, The Mill.
Girl Talk is the stage name of Gregg Gillis, who specializes
in remixing songs, appealing to a wide spectrum of music fans,
including Trinity students. Girl Talk is not only known for his
intricately stylized mash-ups, but also for his wild on-stage
antics. He has received worldwide popularity after the success of
his first four albums, the most recent of which, Feed the
Animals, was released this year.
If you want to check out Girl Talk's music before the concert,
visit his MySpace page at http://www.myspace.com/girltalk.

~

-~

to give talks on campus. Ladov
hopes to use her connections at
LiveNation to bring in members
from both big ~ord labels and
smaller indie labels to give
Trinity musicians a chance to
see how t he music industry
works.
According to Lassiter this
first semester will measure the
level of involvement that Musaik
can expect from Trinity. If it
experiences a positive response
Lassiter sees a potential for
Musaik to bring in musicians
from other schools in the area
(he has already been speaking to
nearby groups at Wesleyan, Yale
and Vanderbilt). Lassiter also
hopes that Musaik will gather a
strong enough following that he
feels that he can branch out and
begin marketing Trinity musicians to the Hartford community. Lassiter also hopes to have a
Musaik Web site up and running
soon. The Web site would be a
medium for Trinity musicians to
upload their music in order to
bring their art to a broader audience and make it more accessible
to fans.
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The Summer o_f Our Discontent: A Fantasy Enthusiast's Lament
EllZABETii AGRFSI'A '11
ARTS EDITOR

While most college students
vacationed, worked, or rotted
their brains watching too many
episodes of "The Hills," some of
us (read: the ones who were
tired · of academic reading)
decided to kill even more brain
cells and picked up Stephenie
Meyer's Twilight saga, a series
of books that revolves around a
human girl, Bella Swan, who
falls in love with the dreamy,
high·strung vampire Edward
Cullen. I was told by a friend
that they would fill the void
left by the Harry Potter series.
And while they certainly filled
the quota for magic powers and
crush·worthy heroes, I was
put out by the lack of depth to
the plot.
The fourth installment of
this series, Breaking Dawn,
was released on Aug. 2. 'lb the
pre·teen set, this event was
equivalent to the second com·
ing of Christ, or, at the -very
least, like J. K. Rowling had
decided to write an eighth

Harry Potter book after all.
And, much like the end to
Rowling's iconic series, the
praise for Breaking Dawn was
also met with disappointment.
Though some claim the last
two books in Rowling's seven·
part series were more akin to
glorified fan fiction than to a
real story, at least the majority
ofreaders can agree that it was
well-written.
Meyer's ro.mp with the
undead leaves much to be
desired, not only in terms of
the almost nonexistent plot,
but in terms of how the story is
actually _ told. Meyer, an
English Literature rp.ajor from
Brigham Young University, has
the ability to make one actual·
ly cringe at her abuse of purple
prose. To use one of her
favorite words, I was chagrined
· to have to read the phrase,
"Edward, you are- killing my
buzz" in the pages of Breaking
Dawn - and while so·called
heroine Bella Swan is trying to
seduce the "dazzling" Edward
Cullen, no less.
I suppose from a technical

standpoint Breaking Dawn is
an improvement on its prede·
cessors (Twilight, New Moon,
and Eclipse), but in compari·
son with the work of other
modern
fantasy
writers,
Meyer's writing is sorely lack·
ing. Especially considering she
gives up the chance to give us
a n all·out vampire battle
royale at the series' end and
instead backs out on the con·
flict to present us with a happi·
ly·ever-after ending, which
feels out of place considering
the time Meyer takes to build
up to the climax.
This isn't to say I hate the
series. For me, what saves
these books from being cast
back into the Barnes & Noble
from whence they came are the
secondary characters and their
conflicts with one another. If
Meyer had dedicated as much
time to the other vampires a_nd
werewolves - and humans, for
that matter - as she did to the
supposedly epic love between
Bella and Edward, I might be
able to overlook Edward's
stalker tendencies, turn a blind'

eye on Bella's continual inepti·
tude to do anything for herself,
or perhaps brush aside the fact
that the two of them have nothing in common. I could instead
focus on the troubled "family"
dynamics of the La Push were·
wolves, learn more about why
the Denali sisters were so easi·
ly suited_ to become the first
succubae, or discover more of
the history of the Volturi, the
corrupt vampire government.
Meyer has some pretty
interesting background to her
story (considering how many
new characters were intro·
duced in Breaking Dawn and
how all of her characters come
from different walks of life) ,
but she never really moves
beyond the tale of Bella and
Edward. To be honest, my
favorite part of Breaking Dawn
was J~cob Black's narration in
Book II. His snarky commen·
tary on Bella's ignorance and
Edward's
self-sacrificing
nature are funny and realistic
for a sixteen·year-old jilted
lover, and his feelings are hon·
est and, yet, not as saccharine

as the prose used to describe
Bella's inner t urmoil. He's
probably the most successful
character in the story, and this
is the only book that allows the
readers to really see inside of
his head, which is a shame.
Meyer has such a wealth of
backstory to delve into and
describe to her audience, and
yet she chooses to ignore con·
flict and good storytelling in
favor of a candy-coated fairy·
tale ending. Sure, they're her
books, and it is her right as an
author to do what she will with
the content therein, but if
Rowling can give us the epic
fight we've been waiting 10
years for, why can't Meyer step
up to the plate and show us
what she and her characters
are really made of? I felt like
Breaking Dawn was such a
cop·out in comparison to what
it really could have been. I'd
rather regret the loss of a great
character (I'm looking at you,
Albus Dumbledore) than feel
like I got shafted out of a
decent conclusion to this other·
wise tolerable series.

City Slicker: An Insider's Perspective of New York City Theater
seats for the a udience, we had the water above. Fellow student
an idea that we would be wit· Malcolm Brown '10 even
nessing a unique kind of produc· received a laminated kiss, con·
Orientation week. Cheesy tion. Suddenly one light illumi· firming our suspicions that La
songs, group circles, and name nated a huge treadmill in the MaMa made up the most note
games come to mind, but its fair middle of the crowd where a worthy group of show·goers.
to say that the students taking man in a suit walked quickly, Throbbing techno music had the
part in this semester's La , then fan. The lights and foreign audience (especially the Trinity
MaMa program received a ·machinery · were
thrilling group) pulsing cautiously from
pleasant surprise. We were left enough. but soon the "running the show's start; our impulses to
to move into the De Hirsche man," played by John Hartzell, let loose were realized when,
Residence above the 92nd found walls hurtling towards after the pools ascended, a DJ
Street YMJYWCA at our leisure him as he smashed through wearing a George Washington·
this past Tuesday, Sept. 2. The them and powder rained down type wig made his presence
absence of program coordinators on the audience. Then he was known from a hovering booth.
or anxious resident workers shot in the stomach, his shirt · When it became apparent that'
calmed the bustle to a manage· soaked with· red, but to our George was not only spinning
able flow of excited students. It relief quickly recovered and hoi.1se beats but holding a hose
felt much the same as moving · kept running. ·
·
in .one hand, concerned audience
back onto Trinity campus would • Obstacles now included peo· · members moved quickly toward _
have, though, moving in and the pie dressed for.Wall $treet who the ;,Valls. The La MaMa crew
pizza that we would eat togeth · cruised ·down . the · treadmill seized the opportunity to get as
er later that night were the last reading papers and fell graceful- close·as possible where .we were
activities that bore any resem· ly off th~ end. As quickly as the drenched with water that looked
blance to Trinity.
treadmill had.appeared it was more like it was coming from a
Wednesday greeted
us swept up to some secret lair in leaking glow stick than from a
bright and early with a crash the ceiling and the audience was hose in ~he green laser lights."
course in the Manhattan sub· herded to the middle of the vast
The . performers danced a
way system. ''What do you mean room, looking up at the glitter· crazy looking jig, half Backstreet
only cash! I got in this line about ing tarp that surrounded us and Boys concert, half bar dancing at
2 hours ago, surely that's the harnessed· girls who floated
Irish pub while we jumped
changed since then ..." and a and dance· on· it sideways, 30 around them, reveling in the
workout worthy of a triathletc · feet above our heads. This was interactive
experience.
as we toured most of the East only the beginning.
Consensus? Nina summed it up
Village, getting acquainted with
FuerzaBruta was a visual when I stumbled into her some·
the many buildings we would be spectacle, from the glittering where between the treadmill
using as classrooms and tarps to the huge pool made of and the pool, yelling "I feel com·
rehearsal spaces. After many of transparent
Mylar
that pletely awake." Hopefully the
us split very economic dinners, descended until it was on top of rest of the semester will have
mine with Nina Limardo '11 our heads and we could feel the much of the same effect. After
consisting of soup and a split pressure of the actors who the first week, we have every
mini·baguette, we rushed to the danced, slid, and play fought in reason to believe that it will.
Daryl Roth theater. While being
pushed inside by the excited
crowd in line, the group felt the
first rush of being comfortably
starving artists. The show that
night was FuerzaBruta, mean·
ing "brute force" in Spanish.
The
insanity
that
is
FuerzaBruta began in N. Y.
before touring in Spain. We
were catching its return trip
with masses of people who had
heard of its life altering powers.
Upon entering a dark room
lit more like a club than a the·
ater, and realizing that the
Courtesy of Teddi Curtis
Students in Trinity's La MaMa program pose for a photo after FuerzaBruta.
space was completely devoid of
TEDDI CURTIS '10

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

.

Courtesy of Teddi Curtis

Performers in F«maBruta hang susj,enc_led from the ce iling on a sheet of Mylar.

_Cinestudio
Monsieur Verdoux ·
Directed by Charlie Chaplin
Chaplin (in a speaking role) plays a Parisian clerk laid
off during the Great Depression, who bankrolls his
lifestyle by marrying · and then killing. - a series of
wealthy women. His inflammatory defense? 'Wars,
conflict, it's all business. One murder makes a villain.
Millions a hero."
Wed. 1 Sept. 10, Thurs., Sept. 11, and Fri., Sept. 12 at
7:30p.m.
·
Sat., Sept. 13 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m:

Wall-E
Directed by Andrew Stanton
Left alone on an Earth when it was overrun by trash, a
heroic little robot sifts through the eclectic detritus of
our lives. Wall-E's cosmic isolation ends with the
arrival of Eve, who he chases across a universe full of
adventure and delight.
Sun., Sept. 14 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Mon., Sept. 15 and Tues., Sept. 16 at 7:30 p .m.

Tell No One
Starring Franc;ois Cluzet and Marie-Josee Croze
While a mild-mannered pediatrician recovers from the
murder of his wife, grief is put on hold when the police
suddenly name him as a suspect. A thrilling mystery
that finds its conspiracies and subversion in the heady
upper crust of French society.
Wed., Sept. 17, Thurs., Sept. 18, and Fri., Sept. 19 at
7:30 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 20, at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

Movie information at www.cinestudio.org.

an
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Double Coverage: Are You Ready For Some Football? We Are
GREG AMARRA '10
SHAH MOMIN '10
SPORTS EDITORS

The NFL: Week 1
With the first week of the
NFL season behind us, we felt
it necessary to discuss the
major topics facing the world of
football.
Shah: The NFL season is only
a week old and things are
already starting to get interesting. The most obvious example
of that would have to be the
injury to Tom Brady's left knee.
Not only is he the Patriots'
starting quarterback, but he's
also the reigning NFL MVP.
Winning that award usually
means that you contribute to
your team's success in some
way. Taking Brady out of the
picture for the season changes
a lot of things, not just for the
Patriots, but the league as a
whole.
Greg: I don't want to talk
about it. It's too painful. Every
time I look at that replay of
Brady getting hit by Bernard
Pollard, it makes me cringe.
Let's be honest, it's rather ironic that the first time Tom
Brady hasn't been placed on
the injury report since the 2005
season opener, he suffers a
serious injury like this. We can
only wait and hope that Brady
will be okay. I'm sure the Pats
will do their best to try and
find a veteran quarterback who
can show some leadership on
the offensive side of the ball.
I'll admit that Matt Cassel did
a great job in Sunday's game
against the Chiefs, going 13 for
18 and throwing for a touch-

down, but it makes me really
nervous knowing that he's only
had 39 passing attempts over
his career. The chances are better for someone to get struck by
lightening twice and find a leprechaun loosely holding a pot of
gold all while picking the right
suitcase on Deal or No Deal
than it is for the Patriots to
have another Bledsoe/Brady
situation.
Put simply, my
beloved Pats are out of luck.
Shah: All I can do is offer my
sincerest condolences for your
loss. If anything, Brady's
injury is probably the best
thing that could've happened
to the NFL, or at least the
AFC. Games are going to be so
much more interesting now
that the "mighty'' Patriots suffered such a devastating blow.
This makes both the Buffalo
Bills and New York Jets legitimate contenders to win the
AFC East. Now that I think
about it, the biggest winner in
all of this might actually be the
Green Bay Packers. The value
of the draft pick they received
in exchange for sending Brett
Favre to the Jets depends on
how well the Jets' season goes.
Now that the Patriots are basically out of the way, the Jets
may actually make the playoffs, making the pick become a
second rounder.
Greg: I wouldn't exactly say
that the Patriots are "out of the
way." Even though we know
that Brady is out for the season, it's important to keep in
mind that the team is called
"the
Patriots,"
not
the
"Patriot." In the locker room,
there is no way that time-tested veterans such as Tedy

GAMEs OF THE

wEEK

Wednesday, Sept. 10: Tampa
Bay Rays vs. Boston Red Sox
(7:05 p.m.)
Who would've thought that a
September meeting between the Sox
and Rays would be so monumental?
With the Sox comfortably holding
the lead in the Wtld Card race and
the Rays barely ahead of the Sox in
the AL East, this series will be pivots! in determining playoff poeition·
ing. Yankees who?
Saturday, Sept. 13: No. 5 Ohio
State at No. 1 use (s:oo p.m.)
In what was considered to be the
most heavily anticipated match up
of the year, the Ohio State
Buckeyes travel to the LA Coliseum
to take on the No. 1 ranked USC
Trojans. Will Buckeye running back
Chris "lk>anio" Wells be able to
overcome a nagging foot inJury and
get back on track to win the
Heisman by leading his team to victory?
Sunday, Sept. 14: New York
Jets va. New England (4 :15
p.m.)
Brady's out, Cassel's in. What could
go wrong? With Favre looking good
in a different green and with the
Pat., questionable after Brady's
knee injury, this game is sure to be
a good one to watch, especially with
the past history between these two
AFC East rivals. Lights. camera.
action! Leave the cameras at home.

Bruschi and Rodney Harrison
will allow this to be a distraction for the rest of the team
and we know Coach Belichick
will downplay the severity of
the injury. On the field, I'm a
little worried because Brady
provided the offense with leadership and stability, but hopefully someone will step up. I'll
leave it at that and hope for the
best. Speaking of the Jets and
Favre, I find it amazing how
much loyalty the Jets fans are
placing in their new quarterback. The man did play well in
his first game in green foot
Packer green, however) by
going 15 of 22 and throwing for
2 touchdowns but I'm a little
weary at Favre, especially with
his "eventful" off-season.
Shah: When you've spent the
last couple of seasons cheering
on a streaky, injury-prone
Chad Pennington, I think it's
okay to get excited when some
changes are made. They do
have one of the greatest players of all time on their team
now. I understand that a game
against the lowly Miami
Dolphins isn't the best judge of
what we should come to expect
from the Jets this year, but if
he can play that well all season, I think it's safe to say that
the Jets will do just fine with
Favre as their quarterback.
Greg: Speaking of gentlemen
named Chad, can we please
talk about the most recent
antics of Mr. Chad Johnson?
Shah: Excuse me Greg, but I
don't know of anyone by that
name.
Greg: Oh yes, sorry, I forgot.
Mr.
Chad
Ocho
Cinco.
Honestly, I can't believe that he

actually changed his name
legally to Chad Ocho Cinco.
For some reason, I find myself
laughing hysterically yet dying
a little inside. I sincerely hope
and pray that he gets traded to
a team that has the No. 85
retired or currently taken by a
player who refuses to give it
up. I guess the only person
who benefits from this name
change is Brandon Johnson,
who's jersey name will not
have to read as "B. Johnson."
Shah: I'm glad someone is
benefiting from Ocho Cinco's
name change, even if it's a second string linebacker. I'll admit
I always enjoyed watching
what he would do before and
during games but lately, it's
gotten to the point where it's
just sad. The Hall of Fame
jacket, the cornerback checklist, etc. were all things that I
enjoyed and thought were all
in good fun but when you've
had teammates tell you that
you've gone too far and that
what you're doing is only hurting the team, you might want
to take it easy. Coach Marvin

Lewis and quarterback Carson
Palmer have both said that
they aren't the biggest fans of
Ocho Cinco's antics, with Lewis
referring to his star receiver as
"Ocho Psycho."
Greg: So far, this has grown to
be one of the most interesting
first weeks of football that the
National Football League has
ever seen. With all of the
injuries, trades, and distrac·
tions that have already tran·
spired, it will be fun to follow
these headlines for the remain·
der of the season. Also, I think
it's important to note that I'm
taking Spanish this semester.
I'm sure that my four-year old
godson can probably speak a
little Spanish, or at least know
some numbers in the language.
I'm sure he too realizes that
Chad probably should have
rethought about renaming
himself "Chad Eight Five."
Any suggestions or future top·
ics can be sent to either
GregLorenz.Amarra@trincoll.e
du or Shahtahir.Momin@trin·
coll.edu.

Courtesy of www.sportsnet.ca

Ocho Cinco stands at the line in a game against the Atlanta Falcons in 2006.

Field Hockey Thrives in Season Debut
HADLEY GLEASON '10
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

The Trinity College Field
Hockey team scored six times
in the first half of their season-opener
against
the
Westfield State Owls on their
way to an 8-0 shutout victory
this past Saturday. Opening
against a non-NESCAC team
for the first time in years, the
Bantams played a very one
sided game, out shooting the
Owls 27-2.
Sophomore Robyn Williams,
in her first game as a Bantam,
scored the first goal, assisted
by senior co-captain Emily
Skipp to open the scoring 7: 1 7
into the game. Williams then
assisted senior co-captain
Karli Del Rossi just 31 seconds
later, giving Trinity a 2-0 lead.
Senior Eleanor Worthy was
left speechless by her team's
execution. When asked for a
comment, she responded, "I
have nothing to say ... our performance speaks volumes."
"Opening against Westfield
gave us a chance to work out
our kinks and put different
combinations
of
players
together," said Del Rossi. ''We
were able to experiment a little without having to worry

about our NESCAC standing."
This experimentation paid
off, as the team's chemistry
was not only found in the open
field, but also on penalty corners, an area where the
Bantams have struggled in the
past.
In addition to a powerful
direct shot by Skipp for a goal,
the Bantams also had success
on more finesse corner setups.
Del Rossi scored on one such
setup, known as the "improv
corner," where a slower paced
ball, meant to deceive the
defense, is sent in to a forward
in front of the opposing
goalie's pads.
Del Rossi continued by
adding, "We are beginning to
find the right combinations of
players who work well together and find each other on the
field . We're using our big and
accurate hitters to our advantage on penalty corners, and
our versatility is going to be a
great advantage as the season
progresses."
Williams finished her first
game with two goals and one
assist.
Del Rossi went on to say,
"Robyn is a natural. Being
new to our team, she works
surprisingly well with the

returning
forwards.
She
knows where she needs to be
on the field, and her ability t-0
find the back of the net with·
out a doubt has been reflected
in the score of our first game."
Del Rossi, the leading scorer from last season with 12
tallies, is well on her way t-0
bettering her record with 4
goals to start the season.
Skipp and junior Meghan
Ryan rounded out the scoring
with a goal apiece. Sophomore
Christy Bradley was the play·
maker of the game, notching a
pair of assists for the
Bantams.
Westfield State freshman
goalie Amanda McCarthy
made 12 saves for the Owls.
while Bantam keepers fresh·
man Gina Dinallo and sopho·
more Payden Sra each record·
ed one save.
"We graduated a few key
players from last season and
they will be missed, but we
have great senior leadership
this year and the entire team
is working very hard to
improve on what has been
done for the program in the
past," said Del Rossi. "I hope
that our success in the season
opener will be echoed in our
games to come."
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Trinity Crew Teams Flourishing
continued from page 16

mental aspect."
But while moving into the
unknown, the intensive hours of
training ensured that the team
was extremely well prepared.
"The
most
satisfying
moment of last season was the
morning before racing at
Women's Henley when our crew
showed up and we knew we had
done everything we could to prepare for the upcoming races,"
said senior captain Ashley
Swiggett. "All we had to do was
go out and race and Jet the
results take care of themselves."
The Bantams are led by
Wesley Ng, now entering ms
thlrd season as the women's
rowing head coach. Ng has
enjoyed unparalleled levels of
success since leaving Yale to
cosch at Trinity and with the
success he has had at Trinity
thus far, he looks forward to yet
another strong season, filled
with new challenges and opporturuties
"We have a tremendously
young team, especially tms fall
with five seniors, one junior, and
thirteen sophomores," said Ng.

'We have to create something
new this year and find out how
to raise our level of rowing."
On the other side of the
pond, the Trinity men's rowing
team put together a resume that
is hard to read in a single
breath. This past season, the
men's rowing team won its third
straight
New
England
Championship title, its fourth
straight New England Small
College Athletic Conference
title, and its second Eastern
College Athletic Conference
National Invitational Regatta
crown this spring. Next, the
Bantams traveled to the Henley
Royal Regatta. Trinity sent four
teams, including an eight, a
coxed four, a straight four, and a
pair. With 77 teams competing,
the eight finished in second
place.
Despite tms incredible furish
at such a prestigious international event, Head Coach Larry
Gluckman felt that the hlghlight lay elsewhere.
'The greatest tradition that
the class of 2007 created for us
was a fantastic work etmc," said
Gluckman. ''The other guys
bought into that really strongly.

Relishing in the Past,
Focusing on the Future
continued from page 16

pitcher Jeremiah Bayer '10 (90, l.33 ERA) and First Team
All-New
England
Intercollegiate
Baseball
Association (NEIBA) first
baseman Kent Graham '10
(.411, 9 HR, 59 RBI) headline
the returnees. Bayer looks to
fill Kiely's void as the ace of the
pitching staff, while Graham
wants to build on ms NESCAC
leading 72 ruts and 59 RBI
from a season ago.
Not far behind is a pair of
First-Team All-NEIBA senior
co-captains. Second baseman
Ryan Piacentini (.370, 5 HR,
34 RBI) and catcher Sean
Killeen (.378, 7 HR, 43 RBI)
will lead the team through the
ups and downs of the season.
The pitching staff should be
strong with Bayer and fellow
Junior Derek Anderson (3. 70
ERA in 24.1 IP), and senior
Eric McGrath (15 SO in 11.1
IP) all returning. Doug Loudon
'10 might also surprise some
teams. He was held out of last
season because of Tommy John
surgery, but has been working

extremely hard and is looking
better than ever.
The offense returns First
Team All-NEIBA outfielder
Jim Wood '10 (356, 12 HR, 50
RBI), outfielder Matt Sullivan
'10 (.336, 12 SB, 1 Error in 43
games) and outfielder Jack
Abbott '10 C.288, 16 SB, 1 Error
in 45 games). Two players that
have been mentioned as possihie breakout players are sophomore outfielder Alex Rokicki
and sophomore shortstop Rob
Martin.
In between being honored
for the memorable season, the
Bantams are working hard in
the weight room and participating in team runs on
Sundays.
Coach Decker's thoughts on
the upcoming season are simpie, 'We have to move on and
keep building on what we have
done"
It's a long way until the season starts, but the Bantams
know that their success during
the season is determined by
how hard they work in the offseason. 45-1 is a clear indicator
that they know what it takes.

Courtesy of Matthew Sullivan
The Bantams celebrate their victory over Johns Hopkins on the mound.

Bantams Start Season
off on the Right Foot

In ECAC, all three men's eights
won, wmch is something we had I
never done before. From the
first guy to twenty seventh guy,
continued from page 16
everyone worked at an extremely mgh level."
Gerald O'Connor and Dan
This focus on the team as a Mihalyak, combined with six
whole is something that stops, they were no match for
Gluckman stresses, a sentiment the rallied Trinity team. As
that has clearly resonated with the minutes dwindled down,
ms rowers.
Jamie Paterson '11, earned his
"[What separates crew from I first career score on a header
other sports isl the fact t?at with three minutes left in the
there 1s so much team uruty; game to make the final score
people almost trunk that we are 5-0.
too close," said junior Peter
Trinity's tenacious defense
Smith. ''If you let down at any allowed only eight shots on
point, you're letting everyone in 1 goal after ninety minutes of
your boat down."
play. The Bantam defense, led
The work etmc of both the by Jason Kulik, senior tri-capmale and female rowers is best tain Phil Yeager, junior John
summarized
by
Swiggett: Graves, and sophomore Doug
"Students should be looking for Stupay held the Falcons to
lots of rowers in the gym."
only one shot in the first peri-

I

od.
Trudeau finished the
game with two saves.
According to Kupper, "It
was great to start the season
off on a positive note. We
came out with a high level of
intensity and dominated the
first ten minutes, which ultimately determined the pace of
the game. We got solid contributions from each player both
on and off the field." The
Bantams truly delivered a
statement for the games
ahead in tms year's season.
Kupper continued to say,
"While we have long term
goals as a team, we are taking
each game as it comes. This
was definitely an encouraging
first step."

Cross Country Dominates in Opener
MATI FUENTF.S '09
SPORTS CONTRJBUTOR

Painfully humid conditions,
the threat of an imminent
storm and a series of demanding hills welcomed back the
men's cross country team from
summer vacation.
The
Bantam
harriers
opened their season this past
weekend with a second place
finish at the Trinity College
Invitational at Wickham Park,
trailing winner UMass-Lowell
by only one point. In his first
ever collegiate race, freshman
Michael
Burnstein
of
1 Brookline, Massachusetts was
the first to cross the line and
took home an individual victory. Senior captain Hunter
Norte earned second place by
. finishing a step behind his new
teammate. Both runners completed the five kilometer
course in a time of 16:21.
Co-captain Sam Moorhead
'09, who was typically the
team's second runner after
Norte last year, dropped out of
the race when he rolled ms
ankle, a precaution taken to
avoid a potential injury.
Moorhead was running near
Burnstein and Norte before he
elected to stop racing.
Freshman Matt Eremita
stepped up to take Moorhead's
place and finished as the
team's third runner in 17:05,
which was good enough for
20th place overall. He was fo!lowed by last year's freshman
standout, Wes Halstead '11,
who finished in 23rd place and
was the fourth Bantam to
score. Classmate Steve Garner
'11 finished four spots later
and closed out the scoring.
However, junior Ryan Lane
and freshman Wilson McGrail
were close in pursuit, and they
showed Coach George Suitor
that his team has both depth
and youth potential.
After qualifying for the
national championships the
past two years and with the
I majority of their runners
returning, the team looks
poised to make a serious run
once again. They were ranked

I

I

Courtesy of www.trincoll.edu
Michael Burnstein '12 ties for first at Trinity's Cross Country Invitational.
15th in the preseason national
poll and third in the New
England poll. The past two
seasons, they have finished
fourth in the Division Ill New
England Championships.
Norte, who has shown signs
of dominance over ms tenure
at Trinity, returns for his final
season. During ms freshman
year he established mmself as
the rising star within the
NESCAC. Yet ms ascent to the
status of a champion came
sooner than predicted, as he
won the majority of his races
during the regular season of
his sophomore year. He then
went on to win both the
NESCAC and Division Ill New
England races, cementing ms
place as the premier runner in
the region. Beset by injury during ms junior year, he looks
healthy for his senior campaign and is ready to take back
some of ms titles.
Over the past few years,
Norte has teamed up with
Moorhead to form one of the
most formidable tandems in
the area. Last year Moorhead,
an already prolific track runner, continued to grow as a
cross country runner. He led
the team with strong performances in both the NESCAC and

New England championships,
placing fourth and sixth
respectively. His season culminated with a 40th place finish
at the national championships
in Minnesota.
In all probability, Norte and
Moorhead will be the top two
Trinity finishers at most
meets, but a number of other
runners will be competing to
fill the final three scoring slots.
As shown on Saturday,
Burnstein and Halstead could
very well find themselves in
the team's top five on a regular
basis. Sophomore Brendan
Powers contributed in cross
country as a freshman but on
the track, he has evolved into
one of the top young middle
distance prospects in the country. With continued development, he could find himself as
a permanent fixture in the top
five. Lane has been a solid runner during his career and sophomore Blake Fisher showed
constant growth throughout
his freshman year. Both runners can expect to be a factor
on the Trinity varsity squad.
The Bantams have next
weekend off, but they will compete in their first major meet of
the year on Saturday, Sept. 20
at UMass-Dartmouth.
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Women's Crew Wins Henley; Men's Crew Places Second
After strong performances in national tournaments, Trinity College's crew teams tested the waters overseas

Courtesy of Courteney Coyne
Trinity's women's crew team poses for a picture after winning Henley in England. It was the first time in school history that women's crew has won this event.

BRYCE BLUM '10
COPY EDITOR

It is amazing to think of all
the success a small liberal arts
school from Connecticut can
have. In this decade alone,
Trinity College has been at the
pinnacle of more sports than can
be listed in a single article and
has earned national recognition

for many of its fine athletes.
What not enough people know is
that the men's and women's
crew teams managed to win
national events and even more
impressive, dominate on the
international stage.
The Trinity women's rowing
team earned their second
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Division ill

Varsity
Eight
National
Championship title. The team
boasted an incredible 15·0 varsi·
ty eight dual record as well as
second place finishes in the New
England Championships, the
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
Championships, the Eastern
College Athletic Conference
(ECAC) National Invitational

Regatta, and the NCAA Division
III Championship Regatta.
From there,
the
female
Bantams went abroad to the
Henley Women's Regatta, win·
ning all of its races to capture
the Jefferies Cup Championship
Title.
"[Competing internationally]
was a unique experience in that
we faced unknown competition,"

SPORTS WRITER

The players and coaches of
the Trinity College baseball
program are fully embracing
the Division III National
Championship. Their 5·4 victo·
ry over John Hopkins was on
ESPN's "SportsCenter" Top 10
and more notoriety has fol·
lowed. Television interviews,
newspaper articles, and refer·
ences in magazines such as
Sports illustrated have kept
Trinity baseball in the news
throughout the summer. They
will soon be honored on Friday,
Sept. 19 at the University of
Connecticut· Baylor University
football game. On Sunday,
Sept. 28, the Bantams will also
be honored at Fenway Park
before the Boston Red Sox take
on the New York Yankees.
Finally, they will receive their
championship
rings
on
Saturday, Oct. 11 when
Trinity's football team takes on
Tufts.
The eight seniors lost due to
graduation include pitcher Tim
Kiely, utility player Chandler
Barnard,
and
shortstop
Thomas DiBenedetto. Kiely, a
First Team All-American, was
drafted in the 27th round by
the Los Angeles Angels. The

Red Sox drafted DiBenedetto,
who was one of four players to
start all 46 games, in the 37th
round. Lastly, Barnard signed
a contract with the Worcester
Tornadoes of the Can·Am
league.
Trinity was one of three
Division III schools to have
multiple players selected in the
draft.
Combining t he skillful sen·
ior leadership with the out·
standing abilities of the under·
classmen, Division III Coach of
the Year Bill Decker created a
formula for success. This
allowed the Bantams to com·
pile a historic .978 (45·1) win·
ning percentage. This formula
would also set the Division III
record for wins to start a sea·
son at 44, a mark previously

held by John Hopkins of
Maryland.
"The kids never panicked,"
said Decker. ''They really did
well in situations outside of
their comfort zone."
He continued, saying,
"Leadership was not only
found at the top, but was also
spread out amongst the whole
team. The team continued to
grow as the season went on.
Everyone from top to bottom
continued to show up to work,
day in and day out."
It is the outstanding abili·
ties of the underclassmen that
have Division III teams across
the country fearing another big
season by the Bantams.
Second Team All-American

see RELISHING on page 15
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Courtesy of www.d3baseball.com

Bantams 38 Guy Gogliettino draws the game-winning walk in the title game.

see TRINITY on page 15

Men's Soccer Upends
Albertus 5-0 in Opener

Trinity Baseball Wins National Title
JOEY ROBERTS '11

said senior captain Amory
Minot. "When we competed in
the NCANs, we knew who we
were up against since we had
raced them before and could
compare records. But over at
Henley, we had no way of com·
paring ourselves, so compem.i
there had a completely new

CLAIRE ARNSTEIN '10
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

I

The Men's Soccer team
began the 2008 season with a
5·0 shut out win against the
Albertus Magnus Falcons on
September 6, 2008. After an
8·7 record in the 2007 season,
the Bantams' season opener
will hopefully set the tone for
future games. The Bantams
lost to Williams 4·2 in the first
round of NESCACs to end last
year's season. The Falcons
drop to 1 ·2, while the
Bantams mark their first win,
1·0.
The Bantams held posses·
sion of the ball for the majori·
ty of t he first half. With ten
shots on goal, the Falcons only
attempted
one
against
Trinity's
goalkeeper
Zac
Trudeau '09. The Bantams
never lost composure as they
battled to get their first goal.
Nick Cantone '09 settled the
team with a quick "thumbs
up" to senior tri·captain Dan
Kupper, after he delivered a
perfect pass and Cantone's
shot landed just outside the
net.
Sam Wisner, junior for-

ward, added the first goal for
Trinity at 34:23 in the first
period. He gathered his team
as they celebrated their first
season goal as a team. Dan
Mayernick, freshman forward,
quickly increased the score to
2·0 with a double assist from
Peter Marlette, a returning
sophomore, and senior tri-cap·
tain Mikey van Buren. This
set the pace for the Bantams,
who never failed to attack
goal.
Cantone led the
Bantams with two goals. His
second goal was five minutes
into the second period
Wisner launched a line drive
from the right side of the field
to junior Chris Doran who
attempted to head the ball
into the net. As he tumbled
with momentum and missed
the hit, Cantone filled the lane
and retrieved the overthrow to
score. Wisner, excited about
the play, yelled to the Bantam
sideline, "I meant to do
that ... "
Although
Albertus
Magnus' defense battled to
change the pace the Bantams
set with Falcon sophomores

see BANTAMS on page 15

